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"For every youth and maiden who is
not strictly secluded or very stupid,
adolescence is a period of distressful
~erplexity,

of hidden hypothesis, mis

understood hints, checked urgency, and
wild stampedes of the imagination."
- Wells, H. G., Joan and Peter, p. 298

PREFACE

__. __

No teacher or parent, who comes in

__
cont~ct

with

the period of life extending from the advent of puberty
to the attainment of maturity and known technically as
Adolescence, can fail to appreciate, aside from any
biological or psychological training which he may have
had, tha.t these years are full of storm and uncertainty
in an attempt to gain control through a harmonious func
tioning of body, mind, and soul.

Many scientific data

have been compiled for students of this period which is
so vital, not only to the life of the individual, but
to that of the race.

The writer, with her simple meth

ods and compara,tive inexperience, could not hope, and
would not 8ttempt, by the contents of this treatise, to
add any knowledge to a field which has been so thoroughly
covered.

To the layman, however, or more specifically,

flthe popul6r mind fl , such teyts have little value because
of the speciD.lized knowledge and training necessary for
their complete understanding.

To such individuals, the

newspaper, the current magaZines, and recent fiction sup
ply the greatest, if not the only source of information
on the subject.

To the same source we have turned,

then, first, to see with what amount of accuracy the Teen
Age, es it is colloquially celled, has been presented,
and second, to deduce from such reading any educa.tional

"'
principles Which

ma~y

prove helpful to the peruser of

such material.
That interest in the subject of adolescence is
keen, at least among writers, 1s indicated by the surpris
ingly vast amount of information at hand.

In order to

give some limitation to the material, for the sake of
workability, we have found it necessary to confine our
attention to one field, that of recent fiction.

Either

the field of poetry or that of the drama might haTe proT
ed equally as fertile in the presentation of cases.

Fur

ther limitation was made by defining the ter.m -recent
fiction n as any novel \vritten within the last ten years.
This takes us baCk to the period immediately following the
World War, at which time there was such an outpouring of
writing in thiR country and in England.

Only English

and American cases have been included in the following dis
cussion. because in them. racial and social characterist
ics seem less wide apart than would be the condition i:r
material fram other countries were used.
As to method of attack, we have openly followed
many of the Chapter divisions used by Frederick Tracy 1n
his book on The Psychology of

Adol~scence.

(1)

Only a

brief space has been devoted to the subject of physical

1. Tracy, Frederick, The Psychology of Adolescence

"~·I

growth within the period, for most fiction writers seem
to ignore this side of development.

Whenever it is men

tioned, it is usually linked up with mental and moral
change~.

Tracy's plan of organization, in as far as we

have followed it, has allowed us to break up the various
experiences within the life of each character so that
their full value mdght be determined through some isola
tion from extraneous discussion.

In the novels listed

in the appended bibliography, one hundred and seventy
eight cases of adolescent characteristics were discovered,
represented in fifty-three characters.

<

If in the follow

ing discussion, some characters seem to be used more than
others, it is because, after sifting the various repre
sentations of the same type of behavior, it has been de
cided, both from the author's reading and observation,
that the final choice is more accurate in all its details.
We especially feel indebted to Wells, stern, Ferber, and
McFee for what we believe to be their accurate accounts
of the period.

Aside from the distinct helpfulness of

Tracy, all other text sources have been recorded in the
bibliography.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction to Period

~_".

Before any study is mede of the particular per
iod of youth th8t has been chosen for discussion the
author believes that some general conception of the re
lative place of adolescence in human life should be de
termined.

For our survey purpose, life in its entirety,

from infancy to old age, may be divided roughly into three
eriods of twenty-four years each.

These three peri

ods, youth, meturity, and senescence, represent, in
other terms, the growth of power, the realization and
use of power, and the decline of power in regard to both
rhysical and mental capa.city for pction.

Seen as the

completed span of life they are ea.ch one dependent upon
the other for sufficient interpretation.

Each succeed

ing period can not be comprehended without the experienc
ing of the preceeding one.
end.

There is no beginning nor

Life becomes greater than birth or death

throu~h

the transmission of sociBl customs encL hereditary tr8i ts.
It may be counted from the creation of mpn to eternity.
In as brief e treEtise

8S

the author has herein

undertaken, there can be no edequate discussion of this
I

"'.
2

interrelationship between the various steges of develop
ment.

It is enough to know that such relationship exists,

Bnd that any segment which may be dissected in more de
tail, through isolated observEtion, hps a definite berr
ing upon the completed life.

We ere interested in

p8rts only in so far as the whole may be better under
stood.

This should be remembered, rlso, in any of our

later remarks concernine various phenomenp of a phys
ice 1 or

. parated

ment~l

nature.

uscles and nerves cen not be se

in actuality from feelings, instincts, and will.

Our chapter headings heve been made for the convenience
of treatment; they do not indic8te that tbe subjects lis
ted can be studied alone.

It must never be forgotten

th8t every topic finds some close connection with the in
dividuel ss

8

symetricBllyformed

org~nism.

Divisions and

subdivisions, either of life's stages or of mental pro
cesses, are only for the purpose of seeing more cle2rly
those FppeFrences which may throw some light upon our
own behavior in regc,rd to such life stages and ment81
process or may outline some methods which may be em
ployed in furthering the educetive process.
Toward the perfection of this educEtive process
ell the efforts of educa.tors pre directed.

Through

enalysis and synthesis, through fpcts and theories,
through d.ediJ.ction end induction, datI? he-ve been compileo.

3

to produce better methods, which in turn will bring about
better results in realizing the aim of education.

.

Our

final statement of this aim will be postponed until the
last chapter, although here we might indicate that it
Should lead to a harmonious functioning of all capacities
within the individual life.

Reason, feeling, and will

should all be related to a definite purpose, or aim of
action.

To find this purpose or aim, to make it big

enough to involve the greatest effort and the noblest
concept of which the individual is capable, to secure the
harmonious functioning of all native and environmental
capacities, is indeed a gigantic task•. As a process it
never ends, for it is as vital as life itself.

~

In the

existence of one individual it covers the entire period
of seventy-two years or more, but it is concentrated, par
ticularly, between the advent of puberty and the attain
ment of maturity, or the period of our specific study.
All the years which make up the first of the three
life periods are of definite interest to the educator, for
these are the years in which all the faculties are in the
process of growth and may be guided more easily into the
correct channels of thought, feeling, and action.

So

fruitful has been their stUdy for the progress of educa
tional method that they have been subdivided into various
smaller groupings for closer observation.

Of these, the

4

first has been termed the period of childhood.

It in

cludes, according to most educators, the first eight
years of a child's life •. As a period for the study of
educational advancement it has been recognized by its con
trol of action through the senses.

At this time, be

havior is largely deter.mined by instinctive action and un
conscious imitation and response to adult suggestion.
The next four years have been designated as those
of boyhood and girlhood.

t

In them the powers of associa

tion and perception are more fully developed than ever be
fore.

Habits are for.medi action becomes more volitional.

A knitting together of bone tissues, a toughening of
muscles, a strengthening of nerTes are all leading to a
period in which energy, while abundant, will be taxed to
the utmost.
t~,

Tonia is the period of our study, Which, in

is roughly covered by the years between thirteen and

twenty-tour.·
~e

ter.m "roughly" is used because no definite

number of years cen be assigned to the peridd of adolesc
ence.

PUberty, or the dawning of sex life is greatly de

pendent on outside control.

~

Immediate home environment

has been known to playa part in its retardation or ad
vancement.

Racial characteristics and climatic condi

tions have both produced an unstabilized effect upon it.
Diseases, as well as mental disturbances bring about fur
ther retardation.·

EYen the temperament of the individual

5

may advance or delay the unfolding of the procreative
caDacities, so that the normal occurrence before the elev
enth year or after the fifteenth year may be disturbed.
Boys, in comparison with girls, are usually slower in this
particular development of life.
Although most writers on the subject have divided
these approximate last twelve years of youth into two and
sometimes three divisions of behavior,· referring to them
as early, middle, and late adolescence, we have preferred
to use the general term in our discussion.

This is justi

fied by the fact that, although there are many differences
apparent, certain

mode~of

behaVior, along with certain

physical characteristics acquire through these years only
such changes as may be brought about by an enlarging of
all physical and mental capacities and a deepening ot
those faculties vmich may be included in true character
development.
Uentally, a gradUal control through the combined
exercise of imagination, reason, feeling, and perception,
takes place.

The process is not a sudden one.

It is

realized through conscious imitation and control of will.
Judgment is referred to experience;

m~ory

has its con

scious part in the recall of for.mer sense-perceptions.
Physically, there is a marked
poise and greater shapeliness.

at~empt

toward

The rapid acceleration

of growth immediately preceeding it, however, brings a

6

bout a certain ungainliness which is not always immediate
ly overcome durine the first few years of adolescence.
This, along with a change in voice, helps account for cer
tain phases of self-consciousness which are so often pain
fully noticeable at the time.

When growing intelligence

demands self-assertion or a place for the individual
rights in those of the group, the interference of these
temporary physical deficiencies is doubly agonizing.
Feelings are prevalent in most of the adolescent's
conduct to suCh an extent that in the struggle for self
realization they sometimes overbalance intelligence.
Extreme

c~,ses

of melancholia, often resulting in suicide,

have been reported.'

Other instances of neurasthenia and

mental disorders are not unusual for a time.

For this

reason this period needs particular study on the part of
parent and teacher.

Sympathy, understanding,

~nd

tact

are desired to keep a proper balance for all portions of
the rapidly developing personality.
Further chapters will enlarge upon these various
phases of the period, especially as they are treated by
writers of recent fiction.

Rere, the only purpose has

been to show tl1at, as one of the portions of the three
great life periods, its place is important for education
al study.

The extent of that importance the following

Chapters will seek to indicate.

'.

CHAPTER II

Physical Characteristics
Mants physical life is the most important part of
his existence in that it ruakes the "to be" an actuality.
When the muscles can not expand and contract,

~nen

the

blood ceases to flow, when other bodily secretions fail
to function, and finally, when the heart stops beating,
man may be said to live no more.

Uncultured men have

realized this importance of the body, mants physical be
ing. . Ancient nations desired to preserve the body even
after death, so that the Egyptians early learned the art
of embalming.

More saV88e peoples decorated the anatomy

with paint and jewels in their attempt to beautify and con
serve it.

Even the cultured Greeks spent laVishly for

fine oils and rare perfumes in order to make the body
more attractive, more supple.

Early years among the

youth of that nation were spent in vigorous training.
Competetive games became a favorite pastime, the better
to Show the skill and dexterity of splendidly for.med
limbs and well-trained muscles. ; The Spartans went even
further in their ·worship· of the body.:

So necessary

was physical strength and beauty to mants existence that
the physically unfit were

in~ediately

submitted to the

exposure of the bleak mountain side. _ Today, the expen
7

'"
8

sive symnasiums, the enormous athletic fields, the attract
ive and well-equipped recreational centers, the efficient
hospitals and scientifically conducted

cli~ics,

all point

to the importance the twentieth century has placed upon a
heaJ.thy, strong body.

t"-~~r-

"T-cV.

Why is there all of this stress on the physical side

of life?

Every individual living under the strain of the

demands of modern conditions knows the answer to such a
question.

If early peoples found it desirable not only

to have health in abundance, but also agility and grace
of movement in their comparatively simple world, how much
more do

~e.

living in this machine made era which demands

more and more speed and accuracy in every detail of act- '
ivity, need

~hat

rapid functioning of body which can only

arise from a coordination of muscles and a still closer
connection betweep nerve cent·ers and bodily response.
Today much is heard of psychology, or the study of
mental processes, yet there is not a single mental proc
esS that does not have its response in some corresponding
phYsical action.

The simplest instincts produce movement.

In danger there comes the action of jumping, running.
ducking, or a contracting of all muscles in such a way
that the heart itself seems to cease beating.
more

com~licated

In the

impUlse of possession.man must use

every physical power with which he is endowed, as well as
every mental capacity, to produce the necessities of life

"'.
9

together TIith its luxuries.

Every perception. too, is

arrived at through some bodily organ. . Defective eye
sight. hearing, and speech make every-day living harder
to combat. ' Yet our schools are filled with such incom
petence, much of which passes unnoticed in the busy rush
of fulfilling the curriculum's prescribed course of study.
The adult world is failing, in spite of its attempts at
free school medical inspection, nutrition classes and
special schools, i f it does not actually demand that
every boy and girl be made as physically perfect as pres
ent day scientific measures can make them.
Adolescence is a time of bodily growth, and growth
necessitates changes.

Outward changes take place through

following certain social conventions long accepted by the
race as its cognizance of the fact that maturity is not
very far away.

Girls at this age put up their hair and

lengthen their skirts.

Boys graduate from knickerbock

ers to long trousers.

The reasons for these changes are

readily apparent. ' After a period of seeming dormancy
the body enters into one of rapid growth, marked by cer
tain characteristic appearances.
and tlleir voices break easily.

Boys begin to shave,
Girls, While their voic

es are changing in an imperceptible degree, are filling
out bodily.

They seem quite well-developed in com

parison to the somewhat lank and gawky boys of the same
age•. This superiority on the part of the girl is kept
only for a year or so, however.

"'.
10

Inside even more wonderful changes, of which these
outward appearances are only a sign. are taking place.
"The maturing of the sex function is, of course,
central in all these physical changes, and the
rapid increase in stature is so nearly coincident
wi th the change of

pubert~r

that it may ordinarily

be taken as a proof that that change has taken
place.- (1)
changes.

"It is the cause underlying all other
If for any reason it 1s deferred, these

other increases are also deferred. When sexual
maturity comes they come with it." (2)
An increase in size, modifications of for.m, and develop

ment of power and capacitJ are occurring within the sex
organs themselves.

r

During practically the entire period

of the "teen age" there is the steady ripening of all the
procreative organs which will finally lead to the possi
bility of perfectly exercising their intended function.
The period demands a good reserve fund of general Tital
ity that it may be successfully and easily passed over.
Over-stimulation and nervous irritation, seemingly so
irrepressible in the present days. but make for an un
natural development.

Newspapers and cheap magazines

with their lurid sexual accounts. moving pictures giving

1. King, "The High School Age, p. 13
2. King, The High School Age, p. 7

"
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ma.ny young people a premature 8.cQuaintance with sexual
life through distorted emotions and excessive excitement,
divorces with their absolute disintegration of family
life, all help to destroy the normal growth of those or
gans which mean the actual existence of, as well as the
betterment of the future race.
Both King and Sandiford (3) in their studies of
school children of this age

h~ve

given us some concep-

~

tion of the increases made in various parts of the body.
The heart maintains about the same ratio to the rest of
the body that has,existed in childhood.

The erterial

system grows "less relatively tha.n the heFrt" so that at
adolescence the blood pressure is greatly increased.
The muscles develop faster than any other part of the
body, resulting in marked increase in weight.

Mus.

cular strength as measured by the grip of the hand, and
the lifting power of arms and back is especially notice
eble.

An increase in lung capacity both in size and

power is most striking in boys, although girls undergo
some of the same development.

The chest expands great

ly up ll.ntil about the fifteenth year.

All the bones in

crease in thickness and become more closely knit.

The

whole period, if conditioned properly, is one of constant
change toward a greater csp8ci t·y for life.

12

Fiction writers, because of the emotional and in
tellectual appeal which it is necessary for them to make
in their

v~itings,

have not given much space to the de

tails of these physical changes.'

That they have not ig

nored them entirely only goes to prove that the

PhYsice~

life does have its place in a better understanding of
the mental changes which are taking place.'

Psychical

depression and retarded interest and fitness for mental
work are often accompanied, if not caused by physical dis
orders.

And yet in all the cases studied there are few

instances of actual illness reported due to the rapid
growth of the body during the period.
latter cases are those of girls.

~

Yost of these

The physical weakness

of Anna in This Freedom (4) is hinted at as a possible
cause of her suicide.

stern, in The Matriarch (5)

goes at some length to indicate the physical distress of
Toni due to the strain that is made on the body through
the growing process.

In the daytime Toni seemed to live

a life of drama, gay laughter, and rich emotion.

At

night "She lay, and, in a sense, listened to pain, list
ened to it throbbing down all her limbs, twitching
her taut muscles.

Her head was now a hundred times

too big for her body, now seemingly shrunk and
dwindled to one speck of raging fever ••••••• Her

4. Hutchinson, A. M. S., This Freedom
5. stern, A. B., The Matriarch, p. 137

.,
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fingers felt like loose swollen clusters of
bananas •.•...• and her heart played with her as
though she were a fish on a line being lowered
down and down through the bed, and through the
floor, into a dreadful abyss - and then. suddenly,
wllen she hoped at the bottom to find respite from
spinning torment. jerked her back again, and left
her brittle and quivering•••••,•• '••• this small
thin Toni of the cough and the eternal sore throat
and the aching head, and the rheumatic pains."
In this description is seen the author's immediate pur

pose, which is to indicate the .truth of inherited charac
teristics.

Back of this, however. lies the pain suffer

ed by many adolescent girls through the improper or re
tarded functioning of menstru.al periods.
aChing eye muscles due to
at such times.

over-~train

Headaches and

are minor symptoms

O'Higgins,. (6) in Alice, gives an example

of headaches and other pains which indicate many gir].,s'
temporary disability.: Physically the girl is weak. emo
tionally she is hysterical or unstable, mentally she is
sluggish during the regular monthly periods.
Boys do not escape entirely from disturbances due
to sexual development.
-tired feeling".

Robinson (7) mentions Jerry's

Webster (8) indicates that Edward not

6. O'Riggins, Harvey, Julie Cane
7. Robinson, Edwin M., Enter Jerry
8. Webster-,

Henr~r

K.. The Innocents

14

only felt

~lazy",

but even ill at times, although he could

not locate his illness in any particula.r organ.

lUchael

nuffington in Three Pilgrims and a Tinker (9) was thin
and peaked, not from any specific disease except that of
grovdng.

At certain regular intervals he felt depressed.

Nobody seemed to give him

th~

sympathy which he

re~uired.

He called his tutor "an ass" because the latter 1nsisted
that an Englishman should play games - cricket, tennis,
football

~~_

'- In l11i chael 's own words: '"He says if I'm

not good at games I'll have a rotten time at school I' ,

~

and Michael did not feel like playing games or engaging
in the vigorous exercise demanded by the hunting lodge in
which he liTed.
Physical development in its connection with the
growing power of the self is the source of great pride or
shame to the adolescent boy and girl according to the
acceleration or retardation of physical changes in all
parts of the body.

llichael, just mentioned above, being

somewhat retarded in physical grovAh, often attempted
feats of physical skill and nervous energy far beyond his
own strength or ability to carry out.

I

Thus,near the end

of the book, Borden gives us a pitiful pi~~ure of a boy
thrown from a horse, broken and crippled for life, be
cause he felt his PhYsical inferiority among a rough and
strong group of hunters so keenly that he outdid his

9. Borden, USry, p. 93

~
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capacity.
The conception is far from encouraging except as
the other side of the picture is viewed.

Webster (10)

says Edward "surveyed his long half-nude legs with sat
isfaction", while Wells reports in Joan and Peter that
Peter was proud of his own superiority over Joan until
she caught up with him and outstripped him for a time;
then he was ashamed of his temporarily arrested develop
ment. (11)

In later adolescence, Henry (12) was meticu

lous in his care of his body, his teeth, and his hair.
The shaving process became an especial matter of pride,
for in puberty (a word derived from pubescence, meaning
hairy) is found the beginning of youth's experience with
the razor.

Recent fiction writers have reported five

cases, among those studied, in which mention is made of
the importance of the first shave, which is looked upon
as an indication of coming maturity.
Aside from all that has been said before this con
cerning the physical incapacity of many adolescents, the
period, paradoxially, is one of the most energetic and
buoyant of any of the life stages.
true of the later years.

Particularly is this

Real illness, aside from the

10. Webster, Henry K., (ibid), p. 34
11. Wells, H. G., p. 189
12. Merwin, Samuel, Temperamental Henry

16

pains of organic and bodily growth, often arises from too
much exuberance, in fact.

strong likes end dislikes are

conspicuous, unaccompanied by reason, judgment, and will.
Appetites crave the unusual.

Sweet or extremely sour foods

ere anticipated and indulged in to such an extent that in
digestion and headaches result.

Desire for change or ex

citement results in hastily eaten meals and poor mastica
tion. Normally the appetite is keen, being ample enough
to help build up the new tissues end develop muscles that
are in the process of formetion.
Fiction writers have recognized both the usual and
the exotic hunger of growing youths.

It is Ferber(13)

who sees the normal adolescent in Theodore when she places
him in the following situation: He is given a scholarship
for violin study under one of the great violinists of the
country.

On the night when he is to meet the greet man

end attend one of his concerts, Theodore dresses with un
usual care and appears greatly excited, although he eats
his normsl amount of supper and even comes beck for a se
cond serving of apple dumpling, much to his young sister's
disgust.
Merwin, (14) too, sees the normal in Henry's ex
aggerated appetite for chocletes, which became so great
as to be almost a passion.

Other writers h2ve

13. Ferber, Edna, Fanny Herself, P. 58
14. Merwin,S. (ibid.)

indic~ted

17
similar incidents which make the unnatural appear normal.
And in this they are right, for the whole period is one
of contrariety.

Tracy, (15) quoting from Haslett, indi

cates that the death rate at thirteen and fourteen is
lower than at any other time in life.

Ailments may be

abundant, but the power of resistance is stronger and pre
supposes an abundance of vitality.

15. Tracy, Frederic¥. (op. cit.). p. 36 - quoting from
Haslett, Pedagogical Bible School, p. 181.

CHAPTER III

I.I1'stinct
After the discussion in the last chapter of some
of the physical characteristics of adolescence the con
clusion should not be drawn that that side of develop
ment is the only one which entertains danger during this
special -growing" period.
alterations

~~d

The mind, too, is undergoing

readjustments which will transfor.m the

individual from a child to an adult \nth no less pur
posive effort than that

underte~en

in height and weight.

With new physical powers come

added intellectual ability.

by the body in

gro~~h

The psycho-physic2l rela

tionship can not be destroyed; for every action contains
elements of thought, feeling. and action.

Throughout

the twelve years which roughly are those under discussion
these latter elements are found in varying degree in every
act.

They continue to develop in energy and vigor. and

toward the end of the period are brought into effective
control after years of instability.
entered into this change.

~o

Many factors have

come to an understanding

of its significence some study must be made in the next
chapter of at least a few of the psychic characteristics.
18
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Every act of an individual must pe motivated by
some stimulus, often there seemingly is no outward
stimulus for reaction; nevertheless a reaction, or re
In psycholo

adjustment to the situation takes place.

gy this intengible stimulus is called an instinct, an in
born tendencY to a definite reaction.

It is not the pur

pose of the author to enter into any discussion of a dis
tinctly psychological nature, but there must be some clear
ing up of a few terms.

To the biologist an instinct may

have one meaning, to the student of behaviorism another.
One further explanation is needed.

When it is said that

an instinct is "an inborn tendency", the statement is not
to be interpreted that a child is born with capacity to
react in any mature or adult way in every instance.
Tracy indicates early in his discussion of the

As

~ubject,

certain of the instincts are dependent upon physical growth
and mental development before they are capable of the
immediate unconscious reaction accorded other "unlearned
tendencies".

Consciousness and instinctive actioli ho.ve

little of associative value.

Of the three elements

(cognition, connotation, 'and affection) that make up the
first, feeling alone seems to be the only one inherent in
instinct.

Indeed James (1) states that every instinct

is an im~Ulse and that every object that excites an in

1. James, William, Talks to Teachers, p. 48
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stinct exci tes an emotion as well.

Tich:_nor (2) says

that the two (instinct and emotion) bear a marked enough
resemblance to one another to be classed as one and the
same'.
Saxby (3) gives a long list of insti~cts (called
in his discussion impulses),
following: the
of

fightin~;

insti~ct

Q~ief

among which are the

of self-assertion; the instinct

or the instinct of self-preservation; the

instinct of mating; the instinct of investigation, or
curiosity; and the instinct to collect, or the instinct
of pt'operty.:

To these, undoubtedly there are others

which might be added, but the ones cited at least show the
trend of our cases.

Not all of them are of such simple

ness of composition as to be fully developed at birth.
Especially is this true of the instinct of mating.
as the capacity for feeling

expands~

Only

and the sexual or

gans develop, does the mating instinct have an opportuni
ty for complete expression.
Hutchinson, .in anJr picture v/hi ch he draws of ad
olescence, is primarily interested in tracing out the
causes and results of his characters' behavior.

From

such a point of view he must be interested in instincts.
And he is. - In method and treatment he is ethical, and
as one reads one longs to cry out at the injustice of

~.

Saxby, I. B., The Education of BehaVior, p. 27
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adults ruining the lives of children because the problems
of adulthood take no cognizance of the fact that youth,
too, has problems.

I

As an actual truth, the

probl~s

of

youth and adulthood are in some degree similar; the
difference lies only in the greater capacity on the part
of tIle adult, due to his completed development, to find
his o,vn solution.

Re, too, 1s motivated by instinct,

but he many times forgets (since instincts can be modi
fied to a certain extent by experience) that youth in his
unconscious actions is but reexhibiting, at least in their
original form, such instinctive actions as are executed
in practically the same way by all the members of the race.
It is this forgetting, or rather modification, of instinct
ive action on the part of the mature group, that causes
muan of the mislmderstanding between the young and the old.
Rivers (4) says that "Childhood is one long conflict be
tween the individual instinctive tendencies and the social
traditions- and ideals of society.a

The adolescent is a

living, breathing personality through developnent of the
instinct of self-assertion.

Yet all the emotions,

thoughts, and actions of the race are there in embryonic
state.

~

As a small girl closely hugs her doll, after the

age-old instinct of maternity, so the adolescent girl
carries with her along the

year~

dreams of children and

4. Rivers, W. H. R., Instinct and the Unconscious,

quoted from Morton, p. 34

p. 157
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a home.

Motherhood, aside from any bioloGical interpre

tation, is instinctive, and in the ripening years of grow
ing girlhood it is one of the most beautiful of all dreams
in its absorption of the entire individual.

)

Perverted, it

may become an ugly tragedy.
~utchinson

(5), in telling of the life of Anna,

shows an adolescent, homelier than her livelier younger
sisters, having little or no opportunity to meet men in
her father's rectory unless by stealth (whioh latter aot
she was too honest to do), pouring out all of her pent-up
affeotion of holy things and finding there little of the
physical or human contact of love which she instinctively
needed and desired.

She cried aloud during her nightly

prayers, "It is hard f or women"..

She walked up and down

her narrow room, beating her hands against her breast and
murmuring, "I have a longing here - I will always have it.
Burning.

Aching •....•••,• .,1 hate men. -I hate them.

hate them. It

I

_

And Anna, although the pioture may seem overdrawn
in its melodramatic ending, was found drowned, not many

days after hearing that her younger, more attraotive sis
ter was to be sent to a riCh uncle in India for her educa
tion.

Adolescence oan be cruel, adolesoence can be truth

ful, but never more cruel nor more truthful than wnen re

5. Hutchinson, A. ll. S., (op. oit.), p. 56
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responding to the stimulus of instinct.
Tracy divides ell instincts into individual end
sociel, deriving his justification for such division
from a "center of interests ll
ship to others.

,

tbe self end its relation

The parental instinct, or the mating

instinct, has foundation in both of these groupings, as
does the instinct of self-assertion, or personp.l pride.
The chence for the maturing of t1--.is l::'st instinct is
Gmall indeed without contpct with the

soci~l

whole.

How

tbe individual self appeers to others becomes the driving
force in the teens (as

f~r

the subject of instincts is

concerned) th8t brings about more particular care in ed
ministering to the body; hygienically, with soap end
~eter,

ertistically, with only the most correct and most

becoming wesring apP8rel.
incited Willie

B~xter

It is the sort of thing th8t

in Seventeen (6) to sneak out his

fether's dress suit end have it t8ilored to fit his own
form in order that he might assert himself ps "a
sbout town".

It is the sort of thing that mflde

J!l8n
J~ne

(7)

ceese crying herself to sleep every night, end begin to
use edhesive tape.
Jane, ss reported by Barden, was a plain looking
girl.

Large boned, engu_ler in form, possessing a large

mouth and a prominent chin, she was far from being beau
tiful.

Jane hed few thoughts of love---none which bore

6.Terkington,Booth,Seventeen,p.168
7.Borden,Mery, Jfine, Our Stranger,pp.43-51
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any relationship to the opposite sex.

All her affections

were spent on a far away mother who did not love her be
cause she was homely.

Jane had always given her teeth

and hair excellent care.

She was decidedly neat in her

dress, so that instinctively her self pride was shattered
when she met her mother for the first time in many years
and heard the latter's words of
'"I don't care for her - such a great gawk of a
girl •.••• ~., •.•••• The best thing to

·iC!)'

is to leave her

with people who won't let her get on their nerves
as she would on mine."."

"" .. ".

The objects in the room became blurred and dark;
there were sparks shooting out from her brain.

It

was as if her mother had picked up a hammer and hit
her on the head.'

._.

__

All during adolescence the incident retained its
vividness (a striking example of the effects of experience
on instinct whiCh grades up into conscious memory).

She

cried herself to sleep for many nights after her mother
left.
One night, about a week later than the reported
incident, her aunt came into Jane's room to say goodnight.
Jane was asleep, but her aunt observed a strip of adhe
sive tape extending from the chin to the upper lip of the
girl's face.

Negative self-assertion is found in this

25

act.

By it the indi vidm~l self CE'.n be torn down rE.pidly

into e degreded being.

Such neeptive self-assertion

holds the possibility for much of the ugliness and sorrow
found in the "teen age".
Another of such negative self-feeling instincts is
found in the conception of fear which is closely allied
to the instinct of self-preservation, or Saxby's instinct
to avoid danger.

In Morton's (8) psycho-analytical

study of the unconscious mind, or

t~e

meaning and inter

pretation of instinctive action.

Fear is associated not

only with the instinct of self-preservation, but the pug
nacity instinct.

It is this latter instinct which creates

within the individual the desire to outwit the object of
his fear. Usually such an individual is imaginative to
excess and despairs as his phantasy conjures np the plots
counterplots of his oppressors.

As an example of such

fear the case of Adam Macfadden (9) stands out vividly.
~dam's

fear hounded him to run away from school; it

gave him flight ss he passed dark shadowy doorways or
sew the figure of an unfEmiler priest approaching him
from the diRtance.

He spent the time before he dropped off

8.Morton, A.F., Childhood's Fears
9.0'riordan, Conel,Adem and Caroline

-
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to sleep

e~ch

nigbt in conjuring ip methods en<1 mea,ns of

counte,r attack against his pErticular fear, whose em
bodiment

WES

Father Tudor.

This priest destroyed

~ll

the preciousness of life for Actam whenever memory and re
call brought his face or name under Adam's conscious ob
servance; but unconsciously or instir.ctively the form of
the man wes with him always,
him and destroy him.

re~dy

to pounce down upon

It was a feer which never left him;

laughter and happiness were destroyed at the mere mention
of his name.

His form meant penic.

Adam forgave bim

the actual bodily torture to which the priest hed put
him, but he could not forget the fear.
Not so highly developed in thet it had no relation,
or better, dependence on memory, was Adam's instinctive
fear or sinister feeling of dread when in the presence of

lrr.

O'Toole, his godfather.

There seems to be no other

means, of interpreting this feeling except by referring to
it es an instinct, for it was not until he was a grown man
that Adam actually knew of his mother's immoral relations
ith this man.
This paper can have no purpose in F..t attempt
ing to base any of its discussion upon the right or
Tong of Freud's interpretation of fear.

Freud does,

however, bring much of his thought under the category of
"libido", or sex longings.

That every case of feer hee
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as its basis a perverted sex, or mating instinct, is
doubted by many authorities, although some case might
,

arise through association with more simple fears until
such seemed to be the situation.

Taking the case of

Jill (10) we must first of all resort to an understanding
of her earliest conceived notion of the meaning of fear •
.A ll her life, because of having to undergo painful ex
periences of long separation from mother. Jill had felt
that the time would come when she would be separated
from her mother forever.

This instinctive fear did not

take the form of Death. . Her imagination, during one of
the periods of separation, had been

dev~loped

beyond all

proportion by training received from an ignorant maid,
vmo read aloud the bloodiest parts of the Bible to Jill.
stories vmiCh she told were about a witch, named Black
Jean. who had leaves and grass growing out of the top of
her head.

This horrible creature roamed through the

world looking for wicked children whom she might turn into
toads and vermin.
"She was very strong - she could pull up great bushes
with her hands and send enormous rocks rolling down
the hillside.; She could stampede a whole herd of
cattle by just waving her great arms."

10. Borden, Mary. Three Pilgrims and a Tinker, p. S6

..
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To Jill, Black Jean became a stalking reality, striding
along the edge of the woods, crowding in the heather
ready to spring upon her.

The idea grew with a strange

fascination; the figure of Black Jean came to
in her life.

pl~

a part

When there \lIles company and plenty of fun

and laughter she forgot about the figure entirely, but in
times of trouble or childish sorrow it persisted.

The

figure was so real to Jill that, at the age of fourteen,
when she decided that she and her sisters must leave home
in order that their mother might not desert their step
father, Black Jean came to trouble her, confusing her
mind, waking and sleeping, with horridly ugly nightmare
dreams.

Why

she should come in this way, or

Why

Jill

felt that she must leave home she could not put into words.
She had, as Morton (11) says is true with most Children,
"little sense of perspective where her fears were concern
ed".,.

The child "fears the strange and unfamiliar because

he does not und.erstand i ttl.

Black Jean became more fear

ful, and confused Jill's reason as she shrieked in some
dim corner.

She tore down all that was beautiful in the

girl's awakening womanhood as she pointed her scrawny
fingers at Jill's mother, whispering that hateful word,
·~dulteryn.

11.

~orton,

Jill'S own reading of forbidden books added

A. F., (ibid.), p. 107

•
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to the bonfire of her burning ideals.
Maj or Waring. who came to see her mother gave her
a feeling of fear, closely akin to that felt for Black
Jean.

She had the same feeling of impending calami ty

when he was near that she had about the witch.

She had

even dreamed of these two dancing together around a huge
bonfire.
As for basing any proof upon the part dreams play
in fears, Dr. Hadfield (12), as quoted by Horton, would
put very little faith in their power to throw any light
upon the problem.

L.

"To use dreams as the main instrument

of the interpretation of the patient's mind, when they
themselves as yet are so arbitrarily interpreted, is un
justified as scientific procedure."
express his unfUlf.illed wishes.

But they do seem to

With Jill there was the

wish that these two, Black Jean and Major Waring might be
destroyed forever.

Her fear, her awakening knowledge of

life, the trouble in the house, she could not put them in
words, but instinctively she wished that they might be
consumed in the bonfire of her dream.
Most of the

,~iters

of fiction have linked the sub

j ect of instincts in adolescence T,-i th some action in which
both feeling and reason are predominant.

In doing this

they have realized that instincts, while fundamental to

12. Hadfield, J. A., Psycholo5Y of Morals, p. 121
as quoted oy Morton, (ibid.), p. 264

;.
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the child's earliest

mov~ents,

are later modified by

education and other types of environment.

Thus they have

little to say about many of the instincts in their original
for.m.

Especially is this true of the instincts of investi

gation or curiosity and the instinct to collect, which is
oftentimes called the instinct of property. . As the re
sult of either one or both of these instincts, however,
many writers have based the origin of later vocational

decision.

~l

Through experimenting, investigating, and

collecting, many adolescents first become acquainted with
the unknown adult world in which they are to find a life
time vocational interest.,

Tarkington (13) shows the

various periods of investigation that can interest one
boy.

Clarence Atwater collected stamps, bugs, butter

flies, and then became interested in running a newspaper.
Edward, in Webster's, The Innocents.

was dominated by

both instincts when he inaucurated his own shop for the
building of radios.

Here he is reported as feeling very

much of a grovm-up, while in society he was bashful and
self-conscious.

The instinct of investigation soon led

him so far into his subject that he really became an ex
pert in this particular field of telegraphy.

13. Tarkington, Booth, Gentle Julia
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Scarcely any writer has failed to report some in
stance in which these instincts have not
w&rd the decision of later life work.

h~d

~hey

a part to
have further

led to a more wonderful growth in character as interpreted
through some of the higher' emotions.}

In this regard no

other piece of writing studied has been done with such
care to detail and accuracy as has the case of Ursvia
j!~~~ell

in The Room. (14)

Stern here has shovm not only

an understanding of mental states but a true comprehen
sion of the adolescent as
followed by other

well.~

v~iters)for

In this he has been

instincts among at least

one-half of the cases studied have received a sympathet
ic and intelligent estimation of their undoubted import
ance in the psychic life.

14. stern, G. B., The Room.

(See Chapter VII, pcp. 80-1

for full discussion of the case)

CHAPTER

rv

Emotion
It is Marshall who has said that feelings are
caused by the employment of more energy than is
generally in use - a surplus of energy."

That a life

of the feelings should be particularly. noticeable during
the time of adolescence is only a natural deduction from
such a statement if we believe that adolescence is a time
of enor.mous energy.

It must be understood, however,

that this last statement is made advisedly, for while
this may be said of the period taken in its entirety, the
line of energy flow, if it were possible to plat it,
would be extremely irregular, being very high on some
occasions and sinking very low at others.
larity of line

~ith

Such irregu

an understanding of all of its

possibilities can alone account for those qualities of
sudden elation and dej ection kno,m as moods.

Perhaps

no writer of recent fiction has understood the signs of
such feelings as has Wells (1) in his description of
Joan.
"There were times uhen she felt dull, and the
world looked on her with a grey stupid face, and

1. Wells, H. G., Joan and Peter, p. 174
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other times to

com~ensate

her for these dull phases,

seasons of unwonted exultation.

It was as if her

being sometimes drew itself together in order, 'pre
sently, to leap and extend itself.
In these new

~lases

of eXFansion, she had the most

perfect conviction that life, and particularly her
life, vras "ionderful and beautiful, and destined to
be more and more so.'

She began to experience

strange new happiness in mere existence.

It is

hard to convey the peculiar delight that invaded
her during these phases.

~-

It was almost as if the

earth had just been created for her ••• /.

~-.-.

The

slightest things would suffice to release this sun
shine in her soul.'

She would discover the intens

est delight in little, hitherto disregarded details,
in the color of a leaf help up to the light, or the
rythms of ripples on a pond, or the touch of a bird's
feather. "

-- -

~~-

This description leads us to a brief discussion of
the causes of feelings.

The answer seems to be found in

the Emooth functioning or the irritation of bodily pro
cess.

Such an answer indicates that feelings are made

up of the elements of pleasure and pain, instinctive re
actions in their simplest form.

~

Physiologically

t~ey

re

sult from the functioning of the sympathetic nervous system.
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All of our actions are dominated by our desired, motives,
interests, and wants; but they can not reach their ful
fillment without the entering in of instinct as a be
ginning stimulus, plus the feeling elements of pleasant
ness or unpleasantness.
O'Riordan· (2) presents an excellent example of our
meaning in reporting an incident which happened to Adam.
At first it was pure instinct that gave the thirteen
year old Adam his first out-of-door swim; but so quick is
the functioning of the sympathetic nervous system, it
more rightly should be interpreted as feeling.·

On a new

bicycle Adam took long excursions by himself, pretending
that he was Livingstone in Africa, or just Adam adventur
ing in the great unknown world.
One day he had ridden farther than usual, and on
coming up the mountainside he had found a delightful
little plateau.

~

From this point he could look

see all the wonders about him.
not mind the dust.

do~n

and

He was dirty, but he did

Indeed it was so wonderful to be free

(instinct again) and up so high, away by oneself. (un
doubtedly a feeling of pleasure) that he wanted to kiss
the earth - but then jumped up, a little ashamed and
frightened at himself. ; Yet he did not go home.

Every

thing in nature seemed to call him; the wind, the sky,

2. O:''Riordan, (op. oi t.), p. 28
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the clouds, and even the water, for he soon found himself,
bathing in the clear water of a nearby pond.
-Suddenly, he was naked, dancing in it joyously 
queer things happen to you once you enter your teens.
He had been dancing in it quite a long time, thinking
queer thoughts as old as the ancient world.
For a short hour he had instinctively been a child
of Pan, but back of even instinct there had been feeling 
yes, and back of feeling, emotion.

For feeling

t~{es

on

the more complicated form of emotion when it is accompan
ied by ideas.

He had wanted to kiss the ground - a feel

ing into which judgement entered, and he had the reaction
of fear and shame.

With this desire for action had COIne

emotion: a state which usually is collaoorated by approp
riate feeling responses.

Shame is recognized by Tracy (3)

as one of the more complex emotions. along with admiration,
awe, reverence, gratitUde, scorn, contempt, hatred, joy,
grief, pity, and the sentiments of moral approval and dis
approval.:

It is doubtful, however, if, Adamts feeling

of shame can be associated with this higher eomplex emo
tion; rather it belonged to the affective quality of
instincts.
In the life of pure feeling, before the proper
balance is obtained between the intense stimulation of

3. Tracy, Frederic~, (op. cit.), p. 75
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the senses, the need of muscular activity, and the expan
sion of intellectual powers, the youth undergoes many
different tides of behavior.

Robinson, in Enter Jerry,

(4) gives us some notion of how close and yet how far
apart, depending upon the stimulus, childhood and maturi
ty can seem at times.

In the following confession of

Jerry it is well to remember that this deviation is never
reduced to the absolute minimum.

The more mature the in

dividual becomes the more he is controlled by his in
tellectual capacities, and thus the flow of feeling be
comes stronger and steadier.
"The balance between childhood and maturity did
not remain long at a level.

I felt like a man,

as with cigarette between my lips, I curried old
Kit in the stable.

I felt like a child an in

stant later, when my father curled the buggy whip
around my legs - not only for smoking but for
smoking in the stable to the endangerment of the
premises.

I was a man when I aided the little

First Formers with their lessons, or disciplined
them for using smutty language - I was a little boy
when I said my prayers at night (a ceremony whose
efficacy I seldom questioned) and naively pe

4. Robinson, Edwin M., (op. cit.), p. 225

.,.
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titioned God to allow me to pass my geometry
examination vithout studying.
I smiled cordially and courteously congratulated
the rival who defeated me in the first Spring tennis
match. " That was the manly way.

But I went to my

room and wept bitterly when Carol Arlington sent me
a letter announcing her engagement to a Chicago
newspaper man, and that I suppose, was altogether
childish. tt

• ,_.

_ .

Adolescence has the capacity for a wide range of
emotions as will be seen by a glance at the list pre
viously quoted from Tracy.

A larger variety of stimulii

bring forth greater feeling responses than at any other
time in life.

Hates are as strong during the period as

are loves, and perhaps stronger, for they come in black
moods of despondency.

Seemingly there is little of the

higher intellectual quality in many of them.

What. in

dividual has not heard the words "I hate to go to school";
"I hate to wash dishes tt ; ttl hate you" (this last perhaps
to a father, mother, or some other dear friend).

Some

times these hates are followed by the often reneated
...
words, "I wish that I had never been born; I didn't ask
to'come into the world", or "I wish I were dead".
Dora, in This Freedom (5) throws the above words at her
mother when asked to straighten up a disorderly room
and make a neglected bed.

Tessa, in The Constant

5. Hutchinson, A. M. S., (op. uit.), p. 278

N4~ph,
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(6) put

o~t

vath the whole world for vague slights which

she cannot define, cries out in her disappointment of
life.

"', - -.

_"c'

-=..-

Everythingl

"OhJ How I hate it all.
I hate the whole

~orldl"

EverypodyJ

Then mur.mering to herself:

"I wish I could dieJ ;'I wish I was deadl·

She knew she

did not mean this (another queer paradox of the dis
quieting age; she vms not in the least anxious to die.
But the violence of such a statement seemed to satisfy
her feelings.
Hazel, in

~

(7) went through a whole period of

hate, and made life in her family almost unbearable by
the viciousness of her attacks.'

She slapped the baby,

ignored her neibhbors, and refused to do any bit of
household '\Iv-ork assigned her.

Rere, as in moat of the

reported cases, no definite reason could be assigned to
any of her acti·ons.

Rer hate came and went uncontroll

ed by anything except her feelings.
Perhaps because of the fact that true drama must
express a life of the emotions as interpreted in action,
to the adolescent
•. e, • • •

"All the Vlorld t a a stage

And all the men and women merely players."

6. Kennedy,

Y~rgaret,

7. McFee, William,

The Constant Nymph,

~,

p. 24

~.

127
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8. stern, G. B., The lLatriarch,

~.

110
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runs through tile entire gamut of recorded emotions.
Through such action she gains"for the time being per
haps, an over-exaggerated sense of her own power.

Her

excited imagination began to run riot and staged scene
after scene in which she, with imperial ease, coped with
disaster, crime, ruin, and death, and overthrew them; and
buoyantly went on to fresh mastery of the world.

Through

the over-balancing of emotion against intelligence she
wanted tragedies on a biB
pett~er

scc~e,

because she thought

troubles were unworthy of her.

Another "feeling" of the period comes from an
association with the simple every-day things of life,
particularly the things of nature.

Such feeling does

not always mean happiness, at least that was not the ex
perience Edna Ferber gives to Fanny (9).· Adolescence
is not always that time of gay, rollicking laughter that
grown-up, people would have it, through mere forgetfulness
of the poignancy of their

o~~

experiences.

Sometimes

Fanny, running through the gathering dusk, was vaguely
unhappy, if not sorro'wful."

Was it the exquisite color

ing of the fast-fading sunset that made her heart ache so
acutely at times,

A few years later she experienced,

according to Miss Ferber's record, the same numbed feel
ing on looking into the e;res of a pUSh-cart peddlar.

9. Ferber, Edna, (op. Cit.),
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Sometimes, indeed most of the time, her feeling arose from
Her regard

nothing upon which she might lay her hand.

for natural things was something close to a new sense of
unity as found in the world about her.
into maturity the

~~otion

As she developed

of sympathy within her expanded.

This emotion of whi.ch much has been written among
the writers of recent fiction, ranges in the nature of
the object for its outlet, from the weakest of animal
life, to the inner life of the human family.

Thus Mer

win (10) shows us the kindness and sympathy of the seven
teen year old Henry toward his sick mother, which was
reached only through his own suffering.

"A sufferer

himself" (through a disappointment .in young love) "a
bitter solitary. in a hostile, crowded world, he awoke
to a new sympathy for solitude and suffering."
~uite

different is the case of Jane (11) in

Borden's book by that

name.

This adolescent girl

according to her own sixteen year old testimony was
"subject to fits of such violent temper that she scarce
ly knew what she was doing.",

One incident in which she

was particularly frightening to herself and those about
her shows, unusually enough for the fierceness of the
attack, her inner sympathy for the weak.

10. Mervlin, Samuel, (op. cit.), p. 191
11. Borden, Mary, (op. cit.)

Underlying

.. -;
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the instinctive reaction was something deeper and finer
which later developed with her character.
One dark night she discovered in the garden three
boys shooting with sling shots at a lame cat upon whose
tail they had tied a tin can.

Rushing out to the rescue

She had knocked one of the boys dovrn and almost choked
him to death.
For weeks after she was in social disgrace.
People called her "that savage girl". and she could not
bear to be seen upon the street.

But ever after that par

ticular incident 3ane's pity and sympathy for all weaker
things only seemed the stronger.

1.>.:.'

,""u

' ...

·r.
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FannY,(12) whom VIe have become acquainted with be
fore, displayed a hidden feeling of sympathy one evening
on her way home from the library.

She met a group of

teasing, mocking boys. who, with Red Indian savagery. had
as their victim a thin, stoop-shouldered boy by the name
of Clarence. The name would have been enough for their
fun; his whole appearance of meekness but added to their
merriment.

Suddenly Fanny stepped in. ' Nimbly she ad

ministered her brovm fists to the right and left; but,
as the boys rushed to'7ard her in retalliation, she stood
back, a woe-begone and pleading little girll

12. Ferber, Edna, (ibid.), p. 17

~

"Five of
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you fiehtine onE eLr1 -

oorl:e. OE.

rolled dO,7n her cheeks.
tears.

3:i t mel n while the tears

Even out of chivalry can come

To the orieinal emotion of pity had been added

those of scorn and contempt, although with the instability
of such early contacts, she had not been able to carry the
thing through with all of her assumed bravado and courage.
With two cases of characteristic emotional reaction,
differing widely both as to cause and result, our dis
cussion of this phase of adolescence will be closed.

It

is believed that enough cases have been given to indicate
that there is some truth to be found in Margaret Slattery's
statement (13) that "All civilization begins in sensation
and feeling."

In adolescence, more than any other time

of life, all the feelings experienced by the race are
unified, 9rovided there is furnished the proper stimulus.
The problem of making use of these emotions for the great
er benefit of society as a whole
last chapter.

~ill

be discussed in our



Some of the emotional upheaval of the period is
represented in definite forms of behavior.
as a form of such

instabilit~ is

adolescent characteristic.

Giggling,

recognized as a definite

Early in the period when

there is rapid physical growth and an indication of great
instability of all organs in their period of expansion,

13. Slattery, Margaret, The Girl In Her Teens, p. 42

'"
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this phenomenon occurs.

Wells in his treatment of Joan

(14) indicates that it may come as late as the fifteenth
year.

At this time she wc.s beginning to form attach
Tel wymak seems an

ments among those of her own sex.
associate of this period of

~oants

life only through

her ability to be a good giggling companion.

Together

they made limericks that set them into peals of laughter;
or again, they took turns at making faces which produced
in each of them new responses of mirth.
Yet if we would believe some psychologists,
laughter, especially hf tlle hysterical variety, is very
close to tears.

It is this picture of moodiness and

melancholy, allied with tears, that Edward shows in The
Innocents (15).

Outside of his workshop, ·this sixteen

year old was at the mercy of every wind that blew.

He

would be attending contentedly enough to the affair of
the moment, when, at a glance from someone, or the sound
of a familiar laugh, or perhaps only an odor, or the
I

breeze in his face, he would find himself sinking into
the bottomless slough of melancholy.
"The form it took more often than any other was a
panicky sense of utter loneliness.
where he was.

It didntt matter

Groups of boys and girls whom he had

always thought of as his friends might be stand

14. Wells, H. G., (ibid.)
15. Webster, Henry K., (op. cit.), p. 20

~
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ing about.
alien" (a

He felt them looking at him as an
fOl~

of self-consciousness);

he couldn·t join them naturally or take part in their
talk.

Sometimes he forced himself upon them with affect

ed high spirits (the dramatic urge), showed off, tried to
be funny.
Eitller

\~

Sometimes he affected a lofty indifference.
he knew exactly how ridiculous he was, and a

few times in the solitude of his own room, there had been
a few tears.
Emotions in middle and later adolescence come more
and more under the control of will and reason.

Then, it

is, that they reach their highest purpose and produce
the adult who knows both sacrifice and philanthropy.

If

any criticism were to be found in the treatment given
them by recent fiction writers it would be said that the
shallowness of much of the early emotional life has been
carried over too far into the latter part of the period.
Atter careful study the statement may be made that there
seems to be little progression in the emotional states.
Wells, perhaps, more than most of the others, has attempt
ed some development.
it must be said
definite scheme.

tl~t

In fairness to the others, however,
to do this has been part of his

In fiction writing much has to be

sacrificed for plot, so that the case in most instances
is seldom complete from every angle.

Aside from this
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comment which is to be noted by the layman t the study
the emotional life has been comprehensively done.

of

CHAPTER V
Intellect
I

"When you are fourteen your perfect moments are

rare.

They are not to be counted on every day at dinner

time.

You are self-conscious and you are conscious of a

bewildering number of things outside yourself; you feel
at times that you understand nothing at all.
and dovm, filled with a sense of your
po\~r

o~m

You jig up

capacity and

one moment, the next dwindling to the helplessness

of a frightened rabbit.
The world is a panorama at the end of a funnel
that brings things near, mBlces things enormous, then
shows them as far away and tiny as if you were looking
through the wrong end of a telescope.

You fix 'your eye

to it; you look and look; insatiable curiosity is one of
your permanent characteristics.

Wonderful it is to be

wondered at, and you do an immense deal of wondering,
discovering, puzzling, putting things

~ogether.

You are

getting too old to pretend successfully. - That there is
a difference between story-books and real life is one of
your discoveries, and the fact that one thing leads to
another."
Borden,

Ma~J,

p. 138
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That Mrs. Turner (Mary Borden) has seen with rather
clear insight into the difficulties undergone by the ad
olescent in his intellectual life is clearly represented
in the quotation used at the beginning of this chapter.
Here in two short paragraphs she has indicated the de
velopment of the cognitive powers with the readjustment
of imagination, reason, jUdgment and sense perception.
As she has indicated, the shifting process from the in
stinctive reaction of the child to the intelligent re
sponse of the mature mind is by no means easy. _:

In

attempting to create a smoothness of function in the
cognitive process of life many cases are found through
observation in which so much instability is discovered
as to make all actions irrational to the point of term
ing them insane.

Such confusion is the result of rapid

physical and mental changes that in turn cause unexpect
ed sensations,

interests~

and activities. ' The result

is the intense emotional period suggested in the last
chapter.

The only solution seems to be that of relat

ing these new experiences to each other and to the old;
there is no lessening of the emotions, but rather a more
definite attempt at the intellectual control of emotions.
Wile (1) has defined intelliBence "as the general

1. Wile, Ira S•• The

Challl~nge

of Childhood, p. 71

"
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capacity of an individual consciously to adjust his think
ing and conduct to new requirements.

It is the general

mental adaptability to new conditions and problems of
life.-

Accepting this definition of the resulting action

of our topic heading we see that an understanding of all
other capacities depends upon some knowledge of the cog
nitive power, but that in its fullest comprehension it
can not be divorced from the emotional or volitional pow
ers.

In order to deter.mine the correctness of

a~r

in

telligent act it must be seen in adequate cooperation
with all mental functions.

In childhood cognition be

gins with zero, except for reflexes and instincts which
are not cognition in its above interpretation; but this
develops, until in later adolescence, the individual has
well-developed ideas.

Imagination, which early plays an

important part in the sense perceptions, now becomes har
nessed to cambine with the facts of reality.

The harness

ing is not always a pleasant one, for the break between
Childhood and maturity holds much of the disillusionment
that gives the old feeling of pleasure.

Outstanding ex

amples are found in the Santa Claus story and the no less
famous one of the Easter Bunny.

To one small boy, in

particular, the fiction of a child hero came as a hard
reality.

iI'
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Mitch Miller (2), a boy of thirteen, is reported
by Masters as being so filled with the presence of Tom
Sa~Jer,

after reading Mark Twain, that he attempted to

make everything in his life correspond with the "adven
tures of the boy hero.

He attempted to dig for treasure,

launch a raft on the river, testify in court, and, fin
ally, even

v~ote

bal, Missouri".

a letter addressed to "Tom Saw-ser, Hanni

I

His joy knew no bounds when he received

an answer from "Tom Sa"w".fer", whom he later learned was not
the real one of the story, but only a fat country butcher.
The disillusionment was more than Mitch could stand.
sturdily he brushed a few tears from his eyes, set his
lips firmly together, and begged to be taken home. ' In
Mitch's ovm words 
_~ __

"I'm mad at

me here.
butcher.

my

pa.

He ought not to have brought

He ought not to have showed us that
It's too much.

He ought to have left us

still believin' in the book .:f. to. it means that
what was so beautiful and wonderful aint true and
won't Vlork aft er all ~ • •j.;.'"'. back home, wi th all the
wonder of Tom Sav~rer gone forever."
Yet in the early ~ears of the teens there are still
other worlds than that of actual reality.

2. Masters, Edgar Lee, Mitch Miller,

p.

210

Perhaps one
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of the most poignant ones as far as memory is concerned,
because it is so vital to the expansion of the individual,
is that of the self.

This world, through the instinct

of self-assertion, is rapidly increased into potency by
too much reading and "day-dreaming".
the criticism often times made.
gression from

Cinderella~

Yet, by a gradual pro

to Sarah Crew, to Hazel Heath,

the imaginative process grows.
had experienced them all.

At least this is

McFee's Hazel Heath (3)

In this particular case the

fifteen year old thought there

surel~'had

been some mis

talce in her birth or else her father was in disguise;
for Hazel's father in her imagination was a !(appel
meister, and she, Hazel, a fairy creature who was loved
by a duke who lived in an enchanted forest.

This

proved to be but one of the many stories - knovm only to
herself - but the enchanted wood took on many of the
familiarities of Haythorne's wood near her ovm home, and
the mansion in perspective was of the same outline as
the one she glimpsed through the trees on her way home
from school.

It may be seen that already for Hazel, as

is the case of many other adolescents, there was, through
the power of association, a somewhat clear proximity to
the unreaJ. and the real, the world of fancy and the
world of fact.

The face of the duke in the various

3. McFee, William, (op. cit.)

".
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stages of this particular story, had taken on the likeness
of someone in her everyday world, although his actions
and character were altogether fictitious. [ Represented
in this imaginative life is the adolescent's struggle
against his environment and those hereditary traits which
seem to hedge in the possibilities of achieving self
realization, the desire for ambition, and a life greater
than he knows, or is capable of attaining in most in
stances.
Actual thinking is first dependent on the senses,
and in adolescence there are many new and wonderful sen
sations coming in through all the various alert senses to
give an added stimulation of response.

These new sensa

tions that the adolescent must put into experience come
so rapidly, and so striking are many of them on their dis
covery, that he must continually
about him.

ta~k

of them to those

Now and then he sees with unusually clear

eyes that seem to have only fun lurking in them.
Take the example of Hazel again, who at fourteen
was considered pretty much of a tease.

Although her

eyes were short-sighted eyes, they were particularly keen
in matters of sense perception.

They not only absorbed

facts about history, but human beings as well, for she
almost always "hit the bull's eye" with her fun.
piled up facts and put

th~

away in her mind.

She
They made
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wonderful arrows when she had the right target.

There is

the particular incident recorded in \ihich she tried one of
them on Kate, her sister, when the latter asked her about
the new boy who was Visiting in the neighborhood.

Kate

had "hoped he was German", and there was Hazel saying,
"Kate's been making a·splash with her French,
she'll have to talk to entertain him.
you hear her,
mother,

Can't

'Have you the pen of my aunt's grand

No, but the cat of my uncle is dead'.

Won't that entertain him,

My goodness!"

Of course in these remarks can be seen the well-known
love of fun and pranks in which early youth delights, but
underneath there is a certain caustic astuteness which can
only be attributed to an awakening intelligence that re
cognizes things as they are.
In the development of the hearing
change is also shovm at this time.

sens~,great

Jane (4), with whom

we have made previous acquaintance, was not particularly
fond of nature, although she regularly attended her
aunt's lectures on ornithology.

She loved to climb trees,

however, and to scramble through the underbrush.

Soon

she became quite proficient in imitating bird calls and

4. Borden, Mary, (op. cit.)
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oftentimes She played tricks upon her aunt by Whistling
both strange and familiar bird notes outside her rela
tive's window.

With the adolescent's demand for accuracy

she learned each bird call perfectly.
Later, after Jane grew up and had a daughter of
her ovm passine through the adolescent period, we are
given a glimpse of the keen development of the sense of
touch.

Jimmy loved the touch of soft silks, velvets,

and satins,
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that when her mother (in the hope of break

ing up an overly-religious attitude) bought her some
rough cotton garments as part of a nun's equipment, the
romanticism of the cloistered life was over.
Tracy (5) in his discussion on the place of the
senses for the full understanding of the intellectual
life adds this bit of conclusion for the above cases.
"The entire system of the senses and the processes
connected with them, become more vitally knit in with the
totality of the mental life, and the responses that are
made to the impressions from the outer world express the
fuller integrity of the

whol~

soul."

Every sense organ

is keyed for the immediate response to the slightest
nerve stimulus.
Because of the increased power of the

memo~J

span

during this period much gain is recorded the accession of
5. Tracy, Frederick, (op. cit.), p. 89
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knowledge of those subjects which are of school interest.
Whether the memory span is more flexible at this period
than at any other time, or whether the greater accretion
of facts is due to the abundant energy flow that allows
for a continually ·plugging" away at the task, we are not
disposed to answer, but to the writers of fiction the per
iod does seem to be one of increased retention povrer.
As a group, however, they seem united in the belief that
in actual practice this idea is little used for the
betterment of classroom instruction, and they further hit
at the prevailing system vttlich allows a bright student to
be spoiled through an inability to approach a subject
from the right angle.

Relevency is a definite demand of

the adolescent, so that it is wise in instruction to go
from the concrete to the abstract, to proceed from the
living knovm to the more intangible

unkno~n.

It is Robinson who pokes his fun, and yet not all
fun either, at the school master who talked mathematics
.over the heads" of his pupils.,

Ferber also gets in a

word about the manner in which this particular subject
has been taught in the past.

In Robinson's discussion

(6), made through Jerry's confession, the following
statement occurs:

6. Robinson, Edwin, (op. cit.), pp. 227-230
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"For T was one to whom mathematics ,,,ere a blind
maze and through those devious paths I required a
skillful guide.'

The master who taught the subj ect

was not one to make it romantic, or even tolen;J)le."
Jerry's final end, so far as mathematics vms concerned,
was saved, not by extra tutoring in mathematics, but by
his own rather generous review.

Throueh the wise guid-

ance of a fellow-classmate he was shown how one theorem
led into another.

At last an actual interest for un-

tangling corallaries and problems vms obtained. { In his
ovm words again, "T began to see the theorems and corrallaries and problems

lik~

the enigmas and acrostics and

rebuses in the Puzzle Corner of the boy's magazines.
JL~d

from

~lat

time forward, geometry was less of a lion

in my path. n - Hov! wise instructors would groy: if they
would only learn to apply this simple rule of interestl
As a pedagoeical principle, we shall give further discussion to it in our last chapter• .......,

.,---'~

This appeal through interest, much of which takes
the form of play, does not mean that adolescents do not
crave facts.

Indeed, this wanting to know, or wanting

things explained, is almost the very center of their
mental life.

They must know the truth, for both reason

and judgment are probing and sifting for that truth.
A desire for facts, then, is one of the outstanding key-

"
5?

notes to adolescent character.

To the life of Adam (7).

O'Riordan has made it the keynote, unsatiable in its consuming interest.

And yet Adam meant his questions in all

good faith; he was not as it appeared to himself a mere
Paul

Pry.'~

"He did wish to understand the world he lived

in, and how could he come to understand it without questioning his friends as to its working?"
Ferber reports in the case of Fanny a desire to
know facts \7hich led farther than plain questioning.

Her

desire to obtain actual truth and get at the ground work
of things is shown by the experience she underwent in employing herself at the Wunebago Paper Mill in order that
she might have a more accurate viewpoint in writing her
senior thesis, entitled, "A Piece of Paper".

No task

is too menial for the revealing of the truth.
In later adolescence this

factu8~

knowledge under-

goes the test of reason and Judgment spoken of above.
Byrne (8) reports this change taking place in the boy Saul.
There, at Jerusalem, under the old scholar and teacher,
Gamaliel, he grew - rather, his mind grew.

By leaps and

bounds he began to apply reason and logic to those stored
up facts of his early youth.

The incident is told of

of Saul's aptitude which was displayed on a certain morn-

?

O'Riordan, Conal, (op. cit.), p. 69

8. Byrne, Donn, Brother Saul, p. 56

J.
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ing after Gamali el had ftni. filLed
Donial

~~cleanliness

] Od,v.l':i.ng OL U-.e:

of creeping things.

Cf,:N.-

Every student

had a right to speak afterwards, if he so wished.

When

it crone Saul's turn to speak he began to show reasons why
creeping things

~

clean according to the Mosaic law,

giving reason after reason.

Gamaliel was disgusted;

many of the pupils were horrified; visitors and pilgrims
who were present smiled or were awed by his learned
criticism.

But Saul shrank into himself.

He felt

bitterly long (how characteristic of seventeenJ).

Others

might have friends, be loved; but for Saul there was only
admiration, the cold dignified kind that brought no elow
of friendship.
I

"Master, wherein

ViaS

I wrong?"

qT.here is such a thing as being too advanced in
JUdaism, Saul", the great rabbi answered drily.'
(Another hit at our educational system, although
we are not so sure but that it is not deserved.)

As

teachers and parents we demand intellieence. . We shout
ourselves hoarse, "Think: Thinkl Thinkl"

Yet on the

first signs of knowledge beyond the subject under discussion comes either a reprimand or a sudden change of sUbject.

Are we afraid, with our psuedo-superior outlook, to

give out some of the world's knowledge to youth because our
own places will be usurped; or does the difficulty lie

'-
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in the fact that we have not searched out the truth far
enough to answer correctly, and our drawing back is a fear
that our ovm ignorance may be exposed?

Youth is the time

of gaining factual knowledge; what subterfuge is worthy
to hold it back?

Are we to cling to stereotyped form

forever and then say, "There is such a thine as 'being
too advanced' in great questions of world interest?
After applying reason and judgment to his gathered
facts, the adolescent resents any outside consideration
of them.

~

Advice, therefore, is badly taken, and if any

is given, he wants to be the one that gives it.

Aldrich

(9) shows the picture of Katherine, the eldest adolescent
in the Mason household, which speaks for itself.
" •• ~~

.~.;.'. serious~eyed,

lithe, and lovely - and just

graduated from the state University.

~,

In the bosom

of her family she held the self-appointed office of
head critic.

I

With zeal and finesse she engaged in

constant attempts to manage the activities of the
other Masons. t Their manners, their grammar, their
very opinions on art, literature, and music were
supervised by the eldest daughter and sister.

She

was extremely sensitive to teasing or' crudities of
any sort.·

9. Aldrich, Bess S•• Mother Mason, p. 27

.;.
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Conrad (10) further enlarges upon this development
of the self in its relationship to the intellect by depicting a young Kirst J!ate \Vho at nineteen, was supposed
to have received an appointment as captain of a ship leaving for Hong Kong.

Knowledge of the appointment was kept

back from him for sometime by a steward who had the assignment in his possession.

On accosting the man with the

reason for such action the young fellow was met with such
excuses as
t"he (the steward) thought he was going home, and
since he was going home he didn't see why he should'"
upon which Conrad comments:
'That was the line of the stewardts argument, and it
was irrelevant enough to be almost insulting - insul ting to one' a intelligence, I mean•.
In that twilight region between youth and maturity,
in which I had my being, then, one is peculiarly
sensitive to that kind of insult.

I am. afrai d my

behavior to the Steward became very rough indeed ••
And when I forgot myself so much as to swear at him
he broke down and shrieked.·
The particular factual knowledge desired by an
adolescent covers many fields, from the simplest natural
10. Conrad, Joseph, The Sh~w Line, p. 26
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phenomenon to the more specialized questions of theology.
Michael Duffington (11) at fourteen was interested in
signalline Mars.

He had no use for his tutor who could

only talk of games and athletics.

Tessa Sanger (12), at

the same age, was wondering about God.

Mitch Miller (13)

was interested in the thought of death.
est, so solemn,
sleeping..
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To him, so earn-

sure - Death meant sleeping - sound

The question that bothered him was ilrby his

father, who was a minister, or no one else seemed to have
any idea why people should wake up a bit and then go to
sleep forever.

Perhaps each of these questions bothered

each of these adolescents at one time or another during
their life time.

Certain it is that taken compositely

they represent suc...'I1. fields of thought and endeavor ?f!I_:.
are still unansw'erable and unconquerable.
Ferber has summed up the adolescent's desire for
factual knowledge as a curiosity concerning the unknown
and especially any thing which is out of the sPhere of
every-day living.

Other communities are a source of

constant inquiry.

Even a place two hundred miles dis-

tant seems thousands of miles away until space perception

11. Borden, Mary, Three Pilgrims and a Tinker, p. 158
12. Kennedy, Margaret. (op. cit.), p. 128
13. Masters, Edgar Lee, (ibid.), p. 176
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and imagination are more closely associated.

Thus, early

in her teens, Fanny Brandeis (14) found Chicago a very interesting, other world.

To have lunch on the train; to

stop at a hotel; to go to the theatre; to visit the shops
and salesrooms with her mother; to lie late in bed in the
mornings and read, to wonder where the hundreds of people
on the street were going, where they lived, what they
were thinkine; to remember forever the night when they
went to see "the divine Sarah", and the coming back to the
hotel to practice before the small walnut-framed mirror
the inimitable smile of Bernhardt.
adolescent.

This was life for the

Such experiences satisfy all the cravings

of the intellect for a time.

They become the actual liv-

ing out of many thoughts and questions in the familiar
life of every day.
In discussing the development of intellectual
powers in the adolescent, fiction of the present day has
spent

considerabl~

space, the cases recorded here being

only a small sample of its nature and qUality.

As one

scheme for bringing about reform among various institutions fiction has taken the opportunity in its review of
the mental capacity to delegate to the educational
system the results of wrong methods of approach in

14. Eerber, Edna, (op. cit.), p. 35

".
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school practices.

Such a motive is worthy if i t helps to

build up new plans of procedure and stimulates new lines
of educational endeavor.

This in most cases fiction

wri ters have seriously tried to do.,

Of course. it is to

be remembered that their point of view in suCh matters is
also that of the

l~.

but even the inexperienced. if he

be wise and sympathetic, may

knOY~"

SOme1.h1ne oj: value which

will make our future training of the race ever more efficient and worthy of man's highest purpose in existing.

.,.

CHAPTER VI

Will
No study of adolescence would be complete, as is
the case of the study of any other period of development
in the psychic life, without some brief attention, at
least, to t.he subject of the will.

8:r;:oken of in this

manner it. might seem to be some external or internal organ, but it is neither this, nor a single power that resides in the brain." Rather it is a composite of several
powers

~nose

antecedent is a full force of reason. ' In

the child's life this use of will does not take place,
as most of his actions are the result of instincts.

Early

adolescence, on the other hand, in the instability of its
Character, due to the prominence of the emotions, is not
much better in its power over vrill.

h

For will is self-

control or mastery over all the things that make for both
environment and heredity.

In its highest aspe~t it can

never be complete, for it is too dependept on interest,
which has great possibilities of fluctuation even in adulthood.
Will is the result of the development of judgment
which makes motivation and conscious control.

It demands

aside from the ability to reason, the factor of concentration or attention (which is capable of no long

dv~ation

during the early part of the period), and. a dozen or so
64
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small hebits thet by the time of pUberty have become
well-organized system.

8

Up to this time of life most of

the control for Bction has been external.

If properly

trained in the formation of right hebits, and, in the centering of interests on the right ideals, the future life
of the child should for the most part be one of correct
choice.

Much of the nature of choice is dependent upon

the use of imitation; for, while "There is no inner will
independent of -+Ohose impulses which link the world of
animsl life to offspring" (1), the development of selfmEstery must be obtained in some way.

Reason and will

ere those moo.es of our mentel life through wbich the reorganize.tion of experience takes place.

But they ere

8ided by a conscious imitation, not of small actions,
but the workings of the adult orgsnism es a whole.

In-

deed, the will ecquires both reality and durability, by
its association with recognizflble socie.l ends, the stsmdards of society, and the

exac~ness

of science.

Fiction presents this attempt at self-mastery by
reproducing many ca,ses in which the life choice is evid.ent.

Merwin (2) in descri.bing the seventeen year old

Henry shows the latter's feelings in having to undergo

1. Stoops,John D., Ideals of Conduct, p. 302
2. Merwin, Samuel, (op. cit.), pp.5-6

,J' •
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the rather slow process of mankind in changing from the
outer control of childhood exercised by parental authority to the inner control of the individual self.
he loved his mother was a basic assumption.

That

But the

time had come when
"every moving healthy instinct of growth in the boy
cried out against parental control, and every touch
of reality in conduct and thought was deftly screened from her eyes ••• ;.'•.•• So Henry dreamed, ranged,
explored, began gropingly the desperately exciting
business of living, a.ccepting his mother as a useful, even important item in the background of his
life and skilfully hid that life from her."
How well he progressed in this working out of his
own choice is related in the second book of vmich Henry
is the hero. 7 In Henry Is Twenty we find his character
has deepened through experience.

~

At his mother's death

he found himself vowing never to touch candy (his particular adolescent

we~{ness),

run charge accounts, or buy

expensive wearing-apparel, all because he in some way
vaguely connected these with the cause of his mother's
death. ' In such a report can be read the power of
association to bring about reason.

More strong than

these renunciations, however, was his declaration to
touch no money which his guardian doled out to him.
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"he'd die first, starve, before he'd touch it.
it in the savings bank."

He'd put

Youth, true to its promise or

choice, kept both vows for over t\VO jrears.

Then, with

the fluctuation of interest, a new choice was made, but
already habit had helped in the development of self-mastery, and his for.mer habits of promiscuous money-spending
were very seldom returned to.

~_~M_.~

In early adolescence, as has been indicated, most
of life is motivated by feeling.

How the instinct of

self-assertion and the more aesthetic ideal of honor,
aided in helping a girl develop her will-power is told
in The Matriarch. (3)
Honor can burn so brightlj, as a chivalric aim
set by society for imitation, that it stands out as a
vision to be

gras~ed,

even as a Holy Grail.

The conse-

quences of any act which is motivated by honor are thus
paltry considerations in lieu of the satisfaction given
for the

enlarg~nent ~f

the individual self, and greater

yet,_ the protection of family pride.
To Toni, at sixteen, nothing could be more unbearable than a blot on the

f~aily

escutcheon, a debt -

no, more than a debt - a theft (how he recoiled at the
word) Made by an uncle who was dead.

3. stern, G. B., The Matriarch, p. 145

And now there was

,.'
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no one to

~ipe

off the ugliness on the slate, unless she

and her young cousins took over the task.:t As "a Child"
ahe was not supposed to

¥~ow

of the affair.

But from

certain hushed tones and various looks among the grownups at mention of his name, her eager mind had hounded
out the mystery.

Alone. and swearing each one to secre-

cy. she had gone· from one to another of her young cousins
appealing to their sense of family pride to pay back
"that awful

moneyU.~1

But not all adolescence,

~nile

appreciating sacrifice in others, is able to consciously
take on the role of hero.'
tion needed for such effort.

There is too much concentraExcept for one cousin,

Denk, to whom Toni's picture of the limelight awaiting
the family's personal avenger appealed. no one could be
won over to the gigantic task of paying back six thousand
pounds.

So she undertook the task alone - six thousand

pounds in ten years, with interest.
"It would have been more spectacular for Toni to
have carried the debt as her lonely burden,

~~thout

Denk's help; but she honestly did care for the
family before herself; did see that it was better
that the six hundred pounds should be paid off,
than that she should cut a shining figure."
A further denomstration of the growing ability in
Toni to make her ovm choices and. through the use of
attention, strengthen the power of will, is seen in her
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deter.mination to leave her grandmotherts house and
authority.

Gradually, complete management of her be-

havior Vias to be controlled less and less by the ."expressive side" of her mental life, and more and more by
a taking over of ideas that contained ends, purposes,
and reasons.

It was with the end in mind of allowing

her mother some freedom from her grandmother's dictation
that she tore up all the connections she had made in the
past,

pur~osing

to support her mother and younger broth-

er by her own work.·

She was not yet so experienced in

the matter of choice that the whole plan did not hold
something of unfairness about it.

Bubbling over hith

the desire to live, beautifully, gaily, she held that
the misfortunes of her family, the disgrace of her
uncles were -unfair".

They deprived her of her youth -

sapped the strength and beauty of life for toil and ugliness.

With the resilience of youth, however, such feel-

ings became the boomerang which brought about hers and
her familyts liberation from the vall of her grandmother.
Out of the Chaos of her emotions and thoughts she arose,
and like the patriarch of old said, "I will get me out of
my father's house."

With her choice of liberty, came

one of the early steps in the greater development of her
character.
Another instance when the first necessity of
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choice influenced later character development is reported
by Burt (4).

Stephen Hands. at fourteen. was a lover of

the study of zoology.'

stud~

Not so much the

perhaps.

as with the animal life with vmich it dealt. - At that
age he Vias a tall-overgrown boy in his patched knickers,
near-sighted and none too neat with his clothes or his
person.

One day while "collecting wood-lice and hundred

leggers from the corner of the sofa", he had overheard
his Cousin Sally say, :, "Poor Stephen.
little object.

He is a disgusting

I can't bear to touch him", •.•••• and her

pleasant, throaty, cheery voice was quite changed by the
sincerity of her repulsion.'
Stephen ran to the woods on hearing these words,
like some small, hunted thing; and, although he did not
cry when he came back. his spirit was unrevocably changed.
There, alone, he had done some reasoning of his

o~m

which

resul ted in a grovm-up Stephen, a.ll out of proportion to
the fourteen year old one.

A wonderful scientist (he

would make them see that all his youthful questions had
a purpose), and a "meticulous dandy, the

r~I!1orseless

pursuer of women" (who said that he VIas dise;usting?).
Those words of his cousin had furnished the immediate
stimulus for future control and direction.

Undoubted-

ly there was much repression of his undesirable habits,

4. Burt, Katherine Ne ..'vl)lin, Q,uest, p. 73
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but here, as in the case of Henry, he had found a means
of self-mastery.
Although more will be said of the choice of a life
work a little later, one can not pass over the subject of
will without glimpsing one or two cases which indicate how
a determination for a life TIork can become the dominating
life motivation.

Unfortunately this sometimes leads to

that narrovmess of vision which we call tithe single track
mind", but for mastery of any of the arts it is almost a
necessity.

It was such singleness of purpose that

brought about the wilful

deci~ion

of young Sebastian

Sanger (5) to run away from his preparatory school,
pawn his clothes and buy others, and lie his way into the
school

v~~ere

his sisters were enrolled.

great musician.

He was to be a

He felt he could not be hindered in

his preparation by a teacher who knew nothing about it,
and by having inadequate time to practice on a piano that
had three broken notes.
a waste of time.

His life at sChool was clearly

\Vhen he was forced to join the choir

(a "singing school" he called it) he could not stand the
disgrace to his wounded dignity any longer.

At home he

arose early in the morning and began his practice with
painstaking precision and concentration.

5. Kennedy, Margaret, (op. cit.), p. 197

He was going
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to be an artist.
played its part.

Here the psychological law of interest
~

Some of the tireless energy that adolescence can
put forth between the ebb and flow of this interest is
anticipated in Henry (6) with vmom we have had previous
acquaintance.

In directine the cast of an operetta, he

put forth all the physical energy and emotional flow of
which he was capable and in spite of his inexperience
made the performance a success by sheer nerve and ability
to "stick to the job".

From this experience as record-

ed, there might grow up a conscious habit of finishing
whatever task was undertaken.

Success often brings

about for youth the chance to discrilninate between the
desirable and undesirable.
failure.

Th~

The same may be said of

decision in the way of deliperate choice

becomes, through reiteration, a matter of habit, unlike
the early subconscious habits formed in childhood.
For the teacher, the training of the child's will
is decidedly one of the greatest pieces of work to be
undertaken.

A study of recent fiction may give a few

instances of different types of control and the method
of procedure in handling them which will be helpful as

6. Merwin, Samuel, (ibid)

,I.
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comparative case mateTial.

Here, as elsewhere, fiction

has a decided advantage over much case material, since it
is able to give both causes and results, particularly
those results

~nich

are only recognized in later adult

life after the individual has passed beyond much remedial
help of the psychiatrist in such fields.

~,

CHAPTER VII
The Self and Others
The self is, from the Doint of view of the individual, the center of all interests.

The purpose and re-

sult of all action to the growing adolescent is related
to this center of all feelinG, thought, and action.
Indeed, tile self can only be determined as one examines
it from the point of vieu of the experiences with vmich
it comes in contact.

Defined, the self becomes the sum

.

total
of all exneriences within the life of the individual.

Most of these experiences are undergone by all

members of the race, but their final interpretation,
due to widely scattered interests and the varieties of
environmental stimulii, is left to the individual
whose particular reactions help to make up that undefinable element called personality.
To better understand the meaning of selfhood it
is necessary to go back to the early instinctive acts
of the child.

A1most all of these early instincts help

to promote the growth of consciousness of the self.

In

adolescence these instincts are still present, but
through contact with the social order in

,~ich

the child

is preparing to take his place, they take on a broader,
more altruistic meaning than ever before.
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The indivi-
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dual can not exist by and of himself to the point of developing the higher emotions that make up the ideals of
the greatest character.

Nor, on the other hand, can

society itself reach the greatest peaks of action,
thought, and feeling without the cooperation of each
individual self.

One of the struggles, then, which is

found during the Youth period, is to bring about a
smooth adjustment between "mine" and "yours" and "theirs".
The first social unit with which the child comes
into contact is the home.
church groups.

Later, come the school and

A much more natural grouping among boys

is found in the gang.

Aside from its origin in the herd

instinct, there is much to be said for the part it

pl~s

in the developing of the social side of the individual.
Here, by unartificial means, wills are trained and impulses repressed or subdued.

Puffer (1), in his book

on the subject, indicates that the age of such contacts
is between ten and eighteen years of age.

But he further

states that the peak of its power is usually between the
ages of thirteen and fourteen.

In his later treatment

of the "virtues of gangs" he says, "of all the gans-nurtured social virtues, loyalty and its allies stand easily
first.

The gang, indeed, exists only because of the

loyalty of its members one to another."

1. Puffer, J. A., The

B~y

Without mutual

and His Gang, p. 143

.';,
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loyalty there could be no gangs; wi thout mutual loyalty
there.would be no foundation for most of our social relations.
It is llr. Robinson (2) who introduces into the adolescent character the word honor and its associate,
loyalty; and he does it strangely enough through that
~is,

much discussed panacea, the honor system.

however,

is the result; we should properly begin with a statement
of the cause for such later organization.
Boys thirteen and fourteen years old are still in
love with fun.

Any kind of trick that can be played on

an individual vmo is despised, or looked dovm upon "goes·,
if it can be put over without anyone getting caught in
the act.

In the reported incident, however, the victim

was not a despised one, but a veritable god among his
young pupils - Mr. Dunstable, the Latin teacher.

But

more of his pupils' regard for him in a later chapter.
This particular incident occurred one morning as
he went to the door to answer a knock.

A handful of

nuts were thrown at his back, some of them pounding
against the door and others landing against his head and
neck.

He turned, forgetful of his Visitor, and demand-

ed a confession from the culprit.

But all the boys who

2. Robinson, Edwin M., (op. cit.), pp. 74-80
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who sat in the vicinity from which the missles had come
professed innocence.

He marched three of the guiltiest

looking ones to the head master's office, where each in
turn denied any participation in the

affa1r~1'

Unfortunate-

ly our case boy, Jerry, was suffering from another adolescent phenomenon, change in voice, so that his baritone
"no", and his high soprano "sir", but added to his trembling appearance of guilt.

Just before the heavy whip

descended across his back, Jerry, who knew his gang, its
spirit of honor and fellowship, begged that his innocence
might be put to the test of the whole school. Jo..:_, "A fellow
wouldn't let another fellow be licked in his place"', said
Jerry, with all his belief in school-boy honor.
But no one volunteered to become the martyr in
Jerry's place, although the headmaster, seeing the indignation on jerryls

co~~ten~1ce, ~ut

off the

fin~l ~u~~~i~ent

until the next morning. . At this time, after giving the
boys one more chance to speak, the master ordered the

re~ttc

tant and thoroughly disillusioned Jerry from the room.
Jerry had not felt that the urge of secrecy and the hatred
of "the squeeler" would be carried as far as seeing another
innocent member punished.' And in this he finally proved
himself right. for the gang does recognize both justice
and cooperative loyalty.

Just as Jerry's for.m receded

from the door, Sherman Ransom, "gang-leader, plotter,

", 'J
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ne'er-do-well, incorrigible, '.d th an expression of scorn
on his face not unlike that of the Arch-angel Michael R ,
had stood up and pointed. out the traitor.
Then it was that Dr. Wareham, the head-master. with
the understanding of a wise and sympathetic teacher, conceived the idea of using the honor system.

~

He chose six

members to constitute the governing committee; among them
were Ransom and Jerry.
The real boy spirit for fun combined with a desire
for fraternal allegience was brought out that night when
the neighborhood was aroused by the sound of young, yet
sturdy voices, broad-casting through the night, Onward
Christian Soldiers., From his window, the head master
saVl six white pajamas clad figures with paper wings
flapping from their shoulders.

The front figure, Ransom,

with a halo on his head, was followed by the others, their
hands folded on their breasts.

I

Truly it was a celebra-

tion; but more, it was a victory - a lesson in loyalty
and cooperative justice.
Unfortunately girls lack in customary opportunities such chances of wider social cooperation for distinctly active and objective ends unless they get them in
the home, and 1tis only the unusual instance that can

.,"
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bring forth such a display of loyalty.

One case in study

made of adolescence in ,recent fiction, however, has been
found which shows that girls, too, are not only capable
o~but

are given opportunities for such development.

But

before this is discussed, there is need of mentioning yet
another of the instincts which helpsto promote the growth
of the self.

This is the desire for property.

From

eight to twelve years of age the child takes great pride
in possessing his
possess

muc~~e

o~n

things, and in order that he may

begins to accumulate all sorts of objects.

It is the age of collections - stamps, stones, bird eggs,
leaves, knives.

The list is unlimitable.

is he fond of live animals for his
of them but adds to his

sen~

o~n

Ewpecially

pets, and his care

of their "belonging".

Girls,

on the whole, do not seem as interested in this type of
property as boys, but they do like their own room.

As

the ages of fourteen and fifteen come,this sense of proprietorship grows.

An understanding of such a desire is

found in the following statement.

While the latter part

of the "teen age" is known as an age of friendships, there
are many young people, who, in their entrance into the
period, axe seekers after solitude in ,~ich they can dream
and become acquainted in some gmall way with that wonderful personality called the self.

3. stern, G. B., The Room, Chapt. III
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crowds of people in a spacious drawing-room, putting
everyone at their ease.
Ursula, it is seen, was struggling to find herself,
to gain an equilibrium between Society and Self.

As has

been said above, for the adolescent this is one of the
most difficult of all adjustments to make before completely sharing in adult life.

f

It was particularly hard

for Ursula because of her over-exaggerated sense of property, yet it was through the working out of this instinct
that she was to find a great Ursula.

Through the conflict

in her ovm mind, arising from the instinct of property and
her thought of herself in relation to the social whole,
she conceived the idea of Sacrifice and came very close to
the RShadow LineR, maturity, as Conrad has called it.
Sacrifice in this instance had for its motive the
protection of family honor.
place of honor among boys.

We have already seen the
But here, even beyond loyalty

and family honor, was Sacrifice itself. written in gold
letters across the sky.'

Sacrifice changed the world and

made every prosaic thine gloriously beautiful.!

The

world was no loneer a drab and dull place when this altar
had been built.
Ursula gave up her own room, her temple rather that the Maxwell's roomer might have a sitting-room and
might, therefore, be bribed in not telling the bank about
the theft of Ursula's brother Hal.
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Sacrifice,with no reasoning power behind it, was
indulged in by Adam (4), although there can be traced in
it a phase of social consciousness,
for the opposite sex.:

namel~

a new regard

This particular sacrifice gave

Adam a feeling of boldness.

He knew sacrifice (at least

by his own definition of the term) when he plunged into
icy baths every morning because Sir David Byron - Quinn,
her (Barbara Burn's) grandfather had been a soldier, and
he, Adam, must be at least that brave - (cold hip baths)l
Yet sometimes he doubted if Barbara was worth it.
Youth's search for self-development sometimes can
take on a more personal tone than is shown by any of the
above examples.

·1

Loyalty or protection to oneself is an

age old instinct.·
dange~s.

Early in life it wards off physical

Later in life it serves in protecting such

feelings as pride.'

Perhaps the best example of the work-

ing out of this instinct is Tarkington's Alice Adgms.
Alice, when left alone without a gentleman escort, in the
case mentioned by the author, because her brother had run
off to playa game of "craps" as it later turned out, acts
out the part of a popular young woman vmose escort has
just stepped away for a few minutes.

She drops her hand-

kerchief, assumes a dreamy air, taps her foot with impatience against the floor, beats her fan gently against

4.0'Riordan, Conal, (op. cit.), p. 67
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the back of her hand in a gesture of annoyance.

The

whole evening is one series of mishaps which Alice nobly
and somewhat passionately attempts to cover up.

Alone,

her only solution is tears.
This desire for self-preservation becomes even
more pitifully when, through morbid introspection and
self-analysis, the self is felt to be worthy of little
consideration.

To receive a blow to one's personal

ability or character, at such a time is to later weaken
further connection in that particular line of endeavor.
Hal Maxwell (5), when he found himself with a pound note
in his pocket which he knew did not belong to him, longed'
to gain back that self-respect which he had had only two
hours before.

He must try and forget, or rather erase

forever, in his own soul, the horrified_commiserate faces
of his family on their hearing of his theft.
On the confidence of his younger brother, Bunny,
that the latter was in .debt I he innJlecU.ately sal '\ted
~lis

oVC':r'

oym personal misery and disGust wi til j imself by

offering to help payoff the amount..

He decided to

discipline himself by using his own pocket money for the
purpose.

He soon beca.'lle somevlhat virtuous ill his o\m

eyes at the thought of the visioned sacrifice.

5. stern, G. B., The Room, p. 39
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A still stranger report of adolescent behavior is
given in Ihe MatriarCh (6); a picture of melancholy
brooding, of fanaticism growing out of one line of
thought, of glorification of the self - All represented
in one portrait - that of Sophie.
From heraarliest years Sophie had seen that her
mother held no place in her heart for her daughters.
with her, sons were a passion.

TIlroughout all of

Sophie,' s neglected., lonely girlhood, she had w'atched her
mother, and finally, had found only one solution to gain
her

mothe~'s

respect for a daughter.

She, Sophie, must

have a son, the first grandson in the Matriarch's household.

She dreamed about it; she held him closely and

rocked him in her arms as she crooned a lullaby.

In her

imagination, how her mother talked to herl

She, Sophie,

had now come into her rightful inheritence.

She had a

place in the world.
ers, play

ga~es.

Rarely did she romp with her broth-

or read.

Very little time did she spend

on housewifely tasks, on embroidery, or baking.
was the use?

What

These could not bring her mother's regard.

And from sixteen to seventeen, Sophie, who had always been plain and weak,blossomed forth in early womanhood, and in that one short year was married.

6. stern, G. :9., The Matriarch

:9ut no
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son

W8S

born to her, B.nd E',t twenty-three she ge.ve up hope

end adopted a baby only

8

few days old.

tance from her old home, she
lie.

w~s

Living some dis-

able to keep up with the

Desperate beyound all thought, she hed laid her

plans; she had come into her own.
first gr8ndson of the Matriprch.

To her belonged the
Over-stressed one says

at first glance; but underneath the whole

c~se

as report-

ed lie two instincts, the instinct of self-preservation
and the social instinct, each striving to bring about a
realiza.tion of the self.

Arising at early adolescsnce

these two instincts mey tend to develop into just this
type of persistent mental habit,

~nd

eided by the will

end the light of reason, the cct mey become intelligible
enough for reality.
The only means by which youth mey determine the
development of himself is through achievment of the end
which he has set up

~s

his ultimate attainment.

To ob-

tain this, he must attempt to control all the motor impulses so prevalent in the period before this, end thus
reech his desire.

Nor is it necessary that this desire

and end be of immediate fruition.

With the more abund-

nt experiences he possesses, youth comes to realize
that the remote is often to be desired.

For its fin8l

accomplishment, the force of the will is necessarily
needed.

Especially is this true when the choice of a
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life work is being made.

Then the youth needs to feel

some amount of freedom in making his choice, or else he
is bound up in the old form of external control.
Saul of Tarsus, as pictured by Byrne (7), was, in
his youth, a seeker after freedom.

In the early part of

the record we find a boy of sixteen, dissatisfied with the
life about him.
not outline.

He felt hedged in by something he could
He wanted his choice of profession to be

that of an officer of ule navy. for he felt that only in
the life of the sea could he find that great expanse that
would allow him to grow.

His father wished him to be-

come a scholar and grow up to be a member of the
. but Saul argued against such advice.

Sanhedri~~

He spoke bitterly.

"To argue how many aneels can stand on the point of a
needle is to me a waste of time."

Finally, after much

talk, the words came out simply, if a little too vehemently, "I don't want to be a member of the Sanhedrim•. I
want to be myself, SaUl"; thus expressing the age old
feeling for individualism, the development of the self.
Self-consciousness, the popular term for the acute
awareness the adolescent has of himself that results in
shyness, awkward movements, backwardness, and heightened
color, has been little dealt with in recent fiction ex-

7. Byrne, Donn, (op. cit.). p. 36
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cept in its relationship to the question of sex attraction.
Girls and boys both seem to be affected with this "un_
happy malady" under these conditions,

although girls on

the whole seem to have more poise than the opposite sex,
at least their advantage in an earlier maturity seems to
help them in this direction.

With eyes wide awake to

every new image the adolescent notes the slightest changes in facial expression; he listens with extreme sensitiveness to the lightest shading of tones in the voice.
He quickly may be sent into a panic or despondency; he
responds as rapidly to praise and confidence.

Fiction

writers of our study seem to feel that this is a particular phase of adolescence which needs tenderness instead
of ridicule.

The teasing of adults and boy and girl

companions can often cut with the deepness of a knife.
Greater tact should be shov.m on the part of adults in
their methods of exercising external control; less sarcasm and more reasoning are needed to give the adolescence a sureness of being that is necessary to meet the
world.

CHAPTER VIII
Sex

---

t is on tbe treatment or the. sUbject 0

this chapter that thelwriters of fiction with1n
recent years

l~ve

cr:' ticism.")

That one can

~1thout

seeinR

received the greatest amount of

ti~at

make~:a:

study of adolescence

the sex question is a campellin e
eivable.

force in the:per1od is hardly
n

ct and it is no different from hunger

biolor.:ical
Buell a

e""c

ion of the nroblem

frank disc

fact.

rha.ps bettep: than the conception

therefore. is
repre

Sex is

on to the point or arouS1n
gainst fiction

wr~ters,

eno

,they are not fr

ort>id cu.rios

however

s not

t

But 1'or

eaven forbidl

•

0

the interest of a dramatic cllmax many of them have
played up, to the point of

over-stressin~the

nd enotional life of the individual until

sexual

th~

?icture

is a horrid ugly mass of misconstrued andrmisinterrated facts.

,:'Amid such writing it 11as been1 pleasant

or us to find tha t
have

~their

~therc

are s till some nri ters

feet on the ground,

tors of life

fro~

looh~ng

WhO

at all the fac-

the same prouortionate anRle.

I

this study it 489 been the plan to cast aside as un£it
for the purpose of revealinR true adolescent behavior
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ters or any writings tha t seemingly have exhibited the former tendency.

Out of forty cases

this side of the adolescent
- ' ....

~

".~

~~·>"-I':"~I.

e author hag attempted'tb select

-

-

fi:-

('

few as nearly representative cases of usYchological
trutns' as possible and still not give a wrontt inte

T

'-

pretation of fiction as it exists.
ThrouP'..hout the discussion

\t[',

to this point

bere has been little differentiation made bebveen the
sexes; ror, for the purpose of the discussion, the com'~'on

Q;round of intellectual growth, emotional response,

and even much that is physical, is all that has been
needed.

Even, now, the development of the different

sexual organs has little interest for us except that
the knowledge of such diff erences at the time of pube

T

'-

can help us to an understaJ.lding of more speci.f
action in relationship to sex dif£iculties.

Only to

the biological differences between the sexes can we
relate such

ps~chic

differences as are

the method and viewpoint of life.

fo~md

in bot

Innate refinements,

strong moral precepts, a true religious lire, a sense
or nurture and deeper sympathy belong to the woman·
'hile "the male is everywhere the aggressor, the initiator, the seeker." (1)

1.

Tr

,Frederick.

Sex has an enormous ran;:;:.e

(op. cit.),

'0. 138
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of

teruretatio

an

reated.

mother and cl"

to creato

correctly all of these

To view s

possibili ties must be se,;",-...
ells, (2) due to his original purpose and
... its entiret

plan of treating adolescenc

ly

allowed us the chance of
girl

gro~

h

ein

and.

e reports that

up together.

boyhood and

"Through childhood

~ir~1ood,

Peter's sex and seniority alike had
to Stive

m a leadersbi

er Joan.

nd: he told

seemed the riCher, livelier

initiated most of th

t stories

tne
es.

Joan

is

s the follower.

That mascu-

line ascendency lasted until Peter was leavin
Caxton.

Then in 1

ear Joan took

an

possession of herself.
serve is a neces

,7race in all

er brothers and sisters.
reveries as a

pe~cock

but Joan kept her dream

Peter spread

spreads

itstni~,

iscreotly urivate.

11 Youth lives in reverie; thereby the

trong

ds anticiuate things that are to

e real eXDeriences in quite a little time;
f

2.

ell

Joan it was the time when

H. G.,

( o.f. c1 t . ) ,

e nad. grown

291-2

just a year or so older, when she
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h-~

.rown e. little taller, when she had
ert scnool, \vhon she \'/as real
beautiful as she hoped to be."
ere is seen the power of the

n construing a future life.

ima~ination

For the girl at least

it seems that sex early has an important place in
the "to be".

Most fiction writers have indicated

such behayior, the character in many instances liv-

ing two separate lives, the trite everyday one of
ea.Li ty and the wonderful future li.fe of

"A vea

after-next". ; From sixteen on, the years just ahead
re filled with romance for the girl, her ideal lover
n017n, fiction. and

strange composite of th
•

riter has recorded

o othe

Perh

earns in quite so sympathetlc a way
ddemer. (3

et

4).

Being wri tten

only for pleasure reading the ending of her novels is
always

deli~htful

from the point of view of the heroine.

Life is not always so kind, so that the novels on the
whol

eem "

The s

eal".

a1 longin.a:s

hood fancies or a home and a famil
cidedly realistically and simplY

3.

4.

Widdeme... ,

"

~IarJ;!aret,

"

,

The Year
The

re,

tol~.

d girl-

ho~ever,

de-
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ut. 'to go back to \/e11' s descri"Dtion of
other sex

di~ferences

apparent during the adole

cent period.
"They grew irregularly, and tho. t made

orne quatnt variations of relationship.
Peter soon after he
o expand"
a

nt to Caxton fell

enormouslY.

chest, his limbs

e H.reat things.

be

There Vias a s

e developed

bitten into Joan'

emory vihen he regarded her as nothing mor
than 'a leetle teenv fffmale tick', and
n the minuteness of her soul and
ody. \ But he had lost some of his liahtess,

i~

none of his dexterity

and~balance,

as a climber, and Joan got her consolation
among the lighter branches of various trees
they explored.

Next Christmas Joan herself

d done some serious growing, and the gap

vIas not so wide.

But is was only afte

her first term at Nevmham that Joan passed
from the subserviance of a junior to th
conridence of a senior.
ound. '

She did it at; a

She me t him one day in the narrow

---------Her hair was up and her eye
were steadv; most

o~

nd. she h.ad clotnes

her legs had vanished
ke a real woman.

".
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'Rullo. Petahl' ahe said, 'what a
~reat

thing you're

gettin~

gaw~

~".

to

(5

rhese recorded statements are of course
ret"erences to the. physical differences between the
boy and

lacinR the descriptions side by

~il:'l.

comparing the... ,

ide in this manner. contras
ells

118.S

~

a decide

d van tarc:e ov

most fiction

Perhaus he has realized that the one

riters.
reason sex

is so

~i£e

olninent in thought and action

that neither sex is complete without the athe ....
The u",hole. manti can not be discovered without the
counterpart of the opposit

In such a statement

e.......

is found the accountabi11 ty for vmat has bee

opu-

larly termed "the sex urge tl ,

te, or

the attraction
It

0

~s

he sexes

or a

ch other.

emotional reaction of this phenom-

enon, called love, with
are concerned.

eekin

lch most of the fiction writers

ot emotion in coniunction With

turity

ox reason and judgment that can bring about the complete
fusion of soul. mind, and body; but the raw feelinBs and
-'nstincts that are produced from .ap. appeal to physical
beauty rather than the completed personality.

If' tlUS

is the highest interpretation of the ultimate aim of

at :onlY ·sexual

lif~ b~t

all life, especially as thought

in the process of reproduction, then most of

5.

Wells. H. G. (ibid.), p. 303.

o~

94
~

present day fiction v/c'i ters are .accul""f1te in their accounts.

\

Pe-rsonally, the author do as not believe this
"'

is so, at-least in later adolescence.

Earlier there

.1"'-

are found enormous appetites for the exciting, the
strange, the unfarJ..ilia'J:: v.hich' are"' very badly under conro.L.

same

~nese

~iction

writers with their e7.citing

lots. tbeir lurid and colorful scenarios are but' helping to damage otherwise cle

enillg

sexual attraction need not be repressed.
have its questions truthfully ansy/ered;

Youth should
bu~

there should

e some tact and discretion used in the process of gaining kno\'/ledge.
an

,

eas

riters
either

Cheap

fro~

from a safe- wa'y •

ut they al'e f
have temnered

~r~

terature and the movies may be

e emotions by

within or without, are

ered worthy of investigation.
Dot the most

contro~,

e only

o~es

consid-

Unfortunately they are

the "most popul

rea~

'l'he

II

•

"ells it seems to us has given an accura. te picture of early Bex 111'e.

At the beginni

o.!' the period,

as shonn by his above description, the two sexes dr
apart as far as interests are ooncerned.
in the throes
a

s.

e

o~

the gang spirit.

orns

~irl

e boY is

lie becomes shy of

11 thi

•

put up With his mother's outward administrations
of love, but only "put up With", and, then, rarely in

e

,
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"erber (6) shows us Fanny f s brother, Theo-

public.

dore, who "hated to be pawe

US11.allv on

"'leI"!

leavinR the bouse escaped by the back door so
:lot avo

e

ixteen

any unnecessary

At

hen he left home for.rhis education in

be stood up quite
motb

deI:lonstratio~.

ile su

~t1ffl

oodb've kisseo.

He

II

ttin~

ic,

to hi

sUDnosed a .fel10\v wa

lu.cky to get by voli th so few".
rr~ (7)

too, hated to be the object of

public affection, for when bis mother embraced him at
11 in whic

the

ere held his ei

tion exercises, he
changes,~n

ushed

many instanc

grade .s;;:radua-

th shame.
toiealous

This sh
hen affection

displayed by a third individual to\'lal'd the object
of an adolescent's

It i

re~ard.

ustinR to an adolescent bo
si~s

articulnrly dis-

hen he see

of emotional relationships between

d
~10

girls.

Jealousy, then, in an embryonic state, grows and thrives,
c

anied by a scorn for all

r.lS.

eter. (8) for

nstance. at fifteen. did not like to watch his

o~

"private and particular Joan" being ordered about
and what was more

6.

7.
8.

erber. Edn
RObinsou,

exasp~rating

-- "pawed over,". _ ~ He

Ope cit.).
,

(Op • cit.

lIs, H. G., (ibid.)

•

08

't have:- a: moment wit

One co

ear.

Joan.

One~

slightest thing.

for the

e Jo

couldn't

va bee

It

"

etter if one hadn't bad a J

But often it is through contrasts with the sex
as

it

in one's own household that this aVfak-

~s

Edward (9) in The Innocents

ened interest starts.
cont1nua~ly

di th who tease.... ,

that Aga

s "ideal 12:1rl" with his sister

compare

proved, and nagged

tL.l.m;\•.y

S

been a "lot nicer" than Ed1 th,

more gentle and better tempered.
en ha:ir an
o

9.

hi

er nre

He :felt

•

face

c~

ister's dark complexion.

T

e

was
She

liked her
~ite

a contrast

hadn't

Webster, Henry K., (op. cit.), p. 4

,go In -

te

~.
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so mucn nerve as

~dltb.

perhaps; she didn't excel

at climbing or on tile trapeze.

She never acted in a

wav that struck him silly or affected.
ried to be smart or sarcastic.
a friend to him as

Editi~

"He Vlondered, in hi

She nev

She became LlOI'e like

grew less so.
esire for

rson

uhether she wasn't a little

g~ory,

to come over to see Edith at

t~es

likl~e

When

e miJ7.bt be at home than at times when he
as not certain to be ----- These were guilty
houghts and never Quite admitted to f
standing.
A~atha

He never tested them out with

except in the most cautious way, and

with a door for precipitate retreat wide
open behind him.
th~

It would be a crazy

for him to do, to begin acting ail

out Agatha.

If she ever got

an::vthin~·

n him and told Edith about it (as she
robably would; girls wer'e lilce that, he
life simulv wouldn't be worth
living."
Girls do their part

to~ard

early sex associa-

"hoisting the siPnals for masculine surrender".
Clothes become of p,reat importance: color and figure
re studied

the side of

fashion-boo~.

e

conp~ex-

ion is taken better care of than ever before; the hair

98

10.

Wells, E. G., (ibid.), p. 187.

11.

Parker, Cornelia Stratton, A

---9""---- __

-~Ul

pD. 76-9.

"
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e-broVi pencil.

rouge and

01"

in

e

e had

1hich ty/o people were always taDcing; one, grave,
I

"With the

courteous, and solicitous - her lover.
.

~

dawning o£ sex life 'Tad' disappe
Enter -

t abruptly.

~ss

II

Dulcinea L---

,ixed in with the above description or auakeniog self-hood and sex capacity one sees the dawning
To mingle with others,

of a social consciousness.

n church) be-

to widen the home group (her interes
comes parromount for

e

To

veloping personality.
e'adolescent

es a use

for early preceots of
oys,

ile scorning un-

ecessarv show or display, put aside their rorner car

p

ess and sloven ways and take on a different air.
They show great interest in their physical pro ........... ,
feeling it will awaken admiration in "'others.• :,~~ tio
exce~

in

gaD~s

and athleticsJ therefore the hero a

e basket-ball floor and the
hero of al

1s

tes.

Even

~ridiron

o

becomes the

tne ne

of

pert'ection can not be reached, any well-develol:>e"'
.usc

is a

ea

Edward (12) became

On the develol:>ment of the calf of
undertook.~i~orous ,exercises,

2~

'ebster,

Ii. (ibid.)

s IeF-.

ed
L

indulged in hot baths,

e

-
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i

iately followed b

ou

ttention to

do,'m

Other

em~

indicated in the case of

l~oble

snair.
t attractiveness are

Dill (13) who linp.:sred

ery meticulous in his judP-JDent

toilet and ,\va

. over h

and I!ave vigor-

old plunge

ndkerchief,

to the color of-tie

(a

are (14) spent two hours" dres

d socks.

Theo-

then forgot to

is 111ails) •
these

,But bow do the opnosite sexe

changes?

':~rly

iltLtpe:!mind of tlle

tinct first, and later .thro

rl-.- through 41-

readin~,

there has
et'ore

un the outline of an ideal, as indicate

chapter.

i

The virtues thatj make up the moral

1 character of .this ideal! are f

tic in the earl'

p
d

ears, but the physical form,

particularly' the face, changes with tne cOD11.nll 0

varl0Ua experlences.

Wells in Joan and Peter ha

first ideal take the form of a

Jo

the most

g, not the

urrent IdnR, nor his destined successor. al tno

Joan read about these latter personages continually
n the illustrated papers and in the news. \
a~l

was there not a young prince, her contemporary,

11.0 would Bome day be king?

•
4.

"After

rkington, Booth,
Faroe.. ,

, (op. c1 t. )

But in her

ima~inat1on
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as anyorie. II

o lliiggins ( 16

)

ives

lie's

her ideal one, tn,at continually changed

onception

people
s

eoord

do

e.

h

tnT'{)UIITI

n

uUL~~rd

apnearances amon
eed ,,11

contact.

e

h

does

tudied, that she

no othe

s aware

the'bovs

s much like Peter

e

:e Peter.

+"

he

girls of the "teen age tr are still living too much in
a.

over

of existence, wit

dre
ashion,

er"I"

rouosing f

0

aJ.con1.es to

inlocTrist
omeo and Juliet

t to realitie.,.

ve much

y color and fo

oweve... ,
Jerry1s (17) first

,

At lea.st

•
se

01' the opno

or rosy cneeko and cur

Bo,

rew ou'

hair, as did the fully re-

e of Edward above.

or1:ied

poper

ce for the subject

lit

re preValent. more es-

. es, but th

ot" sex

pecially among girls than boys is the belief of

Sl~

er and the sUbject of one of his chapters intB.,study
lities of the oeriod.

r~"

Mo"rton, too,

such cases are prevalent among both

a girls. ' O'Higgins
15.

, H. G.

(ibid.) ,

•

93.

6.

O'Higgins, Harvey, (op, cit.).

7.

Robinson, Edwin, (ibid.).

8.

1

Higgins, Barve

(ibid. ).

(18) perhaps more
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than any other fiction writer except Kennedy (19)
oas more than hint at.\their possibility; ,btit-hel'e

e s11a.LL d1.scuss only one of the characterist:1.cs

t leads up to suCh nreversion. namely a love of
secrets.

Aside from the air of mystery and romance

leh these surround the
a certain
the o.dul't

reco~ition

Youth

sense

d_

cK

of sympathy.

ehind falsehoods rather than be scathed

'fa and i

e

of the fact that the worlds of

jltstice

non-underst~~u~~

by

there 1S

'Vouth a.re far apart in some respects.

~a.nd

Youth hide

indivin~,

P to the sel

r
liD

ften rel.:1.e
""f you tel

In the dawning of

vm-u'Ds.

hey are

tell mother", or,

"•

a

atements iie the

u

idence

ck 0

ch is so much ne
but there the rae

19.

Ke

20.

Hutchin

dY,

ej

lle-----oecrets.

-aret, (op.
, A • :- )~ • S.,

, ,

I.....

~

( op •

•

I

•

t. ), p. 119.
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Rosalie often sa.v; them walk briskJ.y
8~t"ore Il ,

for the
Sll,

0

or Iljust a little

and then on ap,..,ivlng at the
up with a
young'~eD

o

'manv are the J.ies

e.

o~

by the

\Taiting:

adolescence

-~

crtar.m1ng

lies, harmless lies, that Rive the individual a chance
or freedom cmd

Hutchinson's painful nicture

growth~'

a part of their realizu-

the last of the book is but
....

on.

,

~

. . . . at ado

..

'.

,

~

"

~

cenee can be helned or

b

casions is no better port

ul

e

b

~

s in Julie Cane.

teen visite

e

ere a

ayroom, arid

VOUllh

t

bov of four-

r the bedroom

0

o girls, age h7elv8 and thirteen, several diff"eren
imes.

His

~~derlying

motive for suCh behavior was

found in his iealousy over his mother who continually
had company to his own n6cl'Wrlon.'
ompany eLsewhere •.

He then sot1ght ~J:

On being discovered in the

room he was sent awav from home in

disgrace.·~

~lrls'

There

s no search i"or motives on the nart o·r adults, no
attempt to straighten out his

'to

thinh~ng,

no sympathy

which he might reveal otner even darJter secre vQ.

110 wonder that maturi tV.-.found him close to sexua.L C1epravity.
The subject of sex should not be left,

ho~ever,

vithout giving the opposite picture of normaL sex

104

owth

its P
t~4

e

we

to Aldrich (21).

in some deta"

v

-:( be thOl"ou.gn.. L:Y

ome of
t.

ter concent

n the last c

bere

Tbe case

hat all the'educational

orde

oBsibilities prevalent in it
stood.

For th:Ls record

santer results.

r-

pon

~ill

fr~om

the~outstanding prlnclple

._-

Eleanor, at sixteen, had twinkling eyes that
laughed at andr-with one. 'UJReported as "hoydeni sh " ,
rid.ing a bicycle wi"th "diabolical speedl!, she could
hGld her ovm in baseball and was the star guard of her
She

high school basketball team.
rl

con~idered

clothes

mere articles of apparel" which covered her decent-J...v.

The itorv 15 told (22) that her
o the village

h

had. once sen
or

dressm~ter

aUgj1ter theY co

dresses, telling he

o

be

is being done in order to helo create

she please

\7

mo~hor

an interest for that feminine necessity, clothes).
, Eleanor met her younR brother and

t

'ho 1,';

e

to pitch for them.

5

0

crowu,

She hastened to the

dressmaker's, threw the bundle of material in at the door
i

th inst1'uctions to

lI

make 'em up aliKe

·ss Be

and hurried out to the Mason cow pasture.

21.
22.

Aldrich, Bess Streeter, (op. cit.), po 98-119
II

"

p. 33.

e" ,
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end Juliet.

Eleanor,

BS

JUliet , recited her lines

as so much d.ry memory work; then suddenly something
happened.

.

.Andrew Christensen's words of ' "Woulds't

thou withdrew thy vow?

For what purpose, love?" '-"

sent an icy chill up and down her spine as if she
h8d been the real Juliet of long ago.

Juliet's vows

becs.me her vo"!s.

She became subdued, wss "fussy

about her clothes n

,

end spent hours reading in her

room. In scorn, she refused to play with her former
young boy companions in the lot.

She lived in

romEnce which culminated in one word, one form-Andy.
On the day after the performance when Andy
came whistling by the house and casually asked her
what would be a nice present for his "girl friend"
who lived in a nearby town, Eleanor was in despair.
She took solace in reading sad and sentimental poetry,
end even pictured herself as dea.d, lying in her coffin
in the little white Juliet dress, with a sprig of rosemary in her hand---a message to Andy of remembrance.
A sensible and understanding mother becomes
her help at htis time, as she hps many enother girl
in similar disappointment.

It is good that at least

one writer of fiction hes felt that there are still
left such beings as "mothers tl to whom the rdolescent
girl may confide and be given wise counsel.

Normal

107

sex

~ife

and every other kind of normal life can only

e attained throuRh frank and open discussion under
the right ctrcumstances.

While it may be said that

our uodestv has brought us difficulties in the past,
our boldness in public print, dress, and the cinema
is see

~eaping

onlv double disaster.

Questions

of sex morality can not be IIhurled dov.rn the throats"
of youth without some mastication.

Inteligent and

sympathetic talks

daughter shou

be~veen

always be encouraged.

mother a

Fiction writers in their eager-

ness to paint the horribleness of the lesson

or unre-

trained passions have paid but little attention to
this cure except as they
01"

modern life.

dolescents of

ow the present instabilit

In all honest
o~~

d fairn

to th

day there might be more cases 0

the good and the clean.

urely there is still eno

ood in this generation to appreciate a Gareth'
to drown

o~t

the foul stories of the kitchen

v-histl3:n
ave

i

out resorting to the "knaves II for a hero, and the vlo:rse
than "kitchen II for a setting.
then I

adly

ce

myse~f

If this is "Mid-Victorian",

under the

tegory.

nHAPTER IX

e Annreciation of

•

The subject of the aesthetic side of youth's
development is illusive when one attempts to get into
It is closely allied with the emotions, and yet

t.

it involves both iudgment and Choice.

In the enns

which it evaluates it deals v/ith the instinct which
axbv calls that of construction, for thrOUgh
aesthetic faculty man create
ful, the true, the

goo~.

ful is evidently experience

~e

around him the beaut-
orne feeling for the beauti
even

bv

the youns: child

ho responds to the stimUJ.us or COlor.

An

ecia

tion for form comes later to the boy or Rirl of ten
and twelve when interest lies in the practical use to
1hich everything may be put •. In their intere~t in
the material they attempt to imitate the
they see.

tbin~s

which

This is the age when boys make boats and

kites, and later, in the shop, attempt difficult pieces
of furniture construction.
potte

o~ding,

.ppliances.
an

Some become interested in

others in electrical and mechanical

till others bend their efforts toward

derste.nding of chemical solutions.

obiect

i

oru:ab

If the 1'inished

or usable to such an extent as to

receive adult praise, even of the smallest amount, an
. terest which is of enduring quali
108

is often initiated.

109

Here in these early "hobbiee" are seen in
embryonic form me:.ny future vocations which h8cve devel
oped from mere practicability to the all ebsorbing
beautiful, true and good.

Adults, by placing only

the best, the most perfect, the most beautiful before
the coming generation, by well-advised words of praise,
by wise directing, can help to make the development
here, as elsewhere, a gractual and no-rmal one.
From an interest in imi ta.tion of the materia.l
comes the early adolescent's seeking out of e hero--some
one to worship.

No longer e thing of beauty, but a

person of beauty becomes "e joy forever",

"Crushes"

with girls, and hero-worship with boys become prevalent.
Fortunate, indeed, when the choice is really one worthy
of Edmiration.

the ideal often takes the form of some

gree.t fignre in history.

Fiction, poetry, ancl drema

all offer examples for imitation.

PreEent dpy civic

le2ders, indnstrial leaders, and statesmen are emulated.
The teachers' and pErents' problem is to see that these
exemples are of the best without "forcing them down the
throets" of youth.

Abraham Lincoln, George V/pshington,

Ivanhoe, e..nd Charles Darnay may have their pIece in
~

making better men end women, if the precepts derived
.from a study of their lives are not macle too mu.ch a
matter of rote.

For it must never be forgotten that

You.th is e dreamer end. demand.s the right of "seeing"
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d "choosing" some thi'l[s for itself.
o writer of fiction

ha~

£iven us quite so

clear a picture of the truth of this statement tnan
has Masters (1). '

Young Hitch liille!', as his life

is related by his creator, had

he termed in his

wl~t

ovm QUaint speech, "visions/l.

tie said that when

he was digging for treasure (in imitation of the
famous Tom Sawyer) he felt as if Abraham Lincoln
stood over hiJl'.
"The sky spoke abo

spoke about him.

him, the s
Onct I tll

a:tr

I

t I

him.------ I see things, sometimes spirits;
.nd I hear music most of the time
fact is nobody knows me.

andl~the

lIm lonel:v and

no one understands me. 1/
itch it seems from this had come to that place in life
~hen

it

:vouth sets before itself its o'T.nwork and contrasts

a~ainst

coura#:ed.

the criteria of its ideal and becomes dis
In this instance I,litchls aplJreciation

0

the wonderful character of the Emancipator had outreached
his own ability to keep pace for

~

time.

The re,sult

ould only,brinR disappointment.
the evolution of personality the abnreciat10n
for the beautiful and

~ood

develops and expands. altno

t is not always of lastinr duration.'

1.

Long concentra

Uasters, Edgar Lee, (op. cit.) p. 83.

2

orden,

3. liFe

r

M~ry,

Jane Our str
t.} p:. 26.

• 63
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ject, can be the Slough of Despond or The Ha.ppy Isles
ot" Paradise llc,cording to the emotional response and
the racial inheritance of' the individual.
Jewish

~irl,

isolated in 'a'

smalL Wisconain

f her 'race and belief, night
ful visions •.,'

of

8.

r:ame

--·ea.lnin~

I'ould wake

vfisnotthe

youn~

"hoodelums"

g, would come pouncing down upo

and

"You f re It",

her with

t~e

town :fro

In the excitement

ornpnnions,

0

To a

.. h

U'

" a slap on the bacon..

She

art from. .the reverie in to vlhic

she had fallen.

e brown-robed Capuch

riestg,

,
lalkin~
-j

gh

in the inclosure of the mnnaste

above her, had become the slini•• elet:l:an

The dirty, smelly, wretched looking
pedd

berrie

t the kitchen doo

Sioux, Pot

atomies, crafty,

This crude

-wesuern town

tory -- "its

.umping

Indi

in the hills

tribes -- its

eidas \vho came
ere rWinnebagos,

citurn, a
d

Sal~e.

f~eeu.

become a page of his

rounds the former camp of fierce
r~ver

e pathWB.y ;fo r the gallan

et powerful Jesuits."
Out of such dreams come the first attempts at
expressing a longing for the finer, more worth-while
things o:f lile.
ttemuting

Girls and boys alike find th

t, music,

liter~ture.

elves

ong the adoles

cents of fiction already mentioned, Peter loved to drAW,
.Ie

~

wrote

Herbert Sanger loved

poetl~,

Theodore Brandeis

s~c, Ea~el

kept a diary.

alll
~_ere

112
ust Qe some outlet to all the
on thew..

floodin,:: in

cch, the

case of

in adolescence but in
-

1'e

s we have ..s

~rue

ide81~c

impressions

in the

never be reached not

D1/i,t1.1.r,e "_J·life •. c. ~t 1S,

0

however,

this verv limitation that has £iven man(his"i:ambitl.on
to

str~ve ~ver

Youth with, its

upwards

in~art,

vis~ons, ~d

music, and literature.

persistence in spite of

failure, has made much p.ossibledn,the' past in the way
or advancement toward

perfect~ou.

bas alwavs been one of the chief sources

he aesthetic feeling of pleasure that

o

man to create the beautiful.

"N~ture

masterpieces in all the fields of

inspired

baslins

ar~.

gree.

lth sue

appreciation have come some of the' elements that go to
ake the emotions of awe 'and reverence

lio one c

seethe beautiful things of natural life without feel
ing the presence of a great. 'Master hand.

Youth ..feels

t in ,most cases and recornizes in some vague way ita
o\m part in the beauty around it.

It cannot be claimed,

for instance, that in the following statements of Joan I
(4) behavior there is either reason or Vdll. and vet
Joan seemed to feel her rrelationShip. to the beIDltl.eS
er.
Fo

4.

,

s

clambered;),9v

ere she was then

e gard.en
livin~,

Wells. H. G., (op. cit.) pp

261-3~

11

Pell-

order to lie
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'~den

in the bit..>

o

he wood bevond.

e

d desire

se
light.

~o

E!

o

n in the corn
in

be

the

ell

of

0

dancinR in the sun

ng out feelin

e 01

va

ed as

or prompting h.er desire at the sight of shining SUI:lIIler
streams and lakes, to svlin, and abandon herself wholly
to the comprehensive lapping of the water.
~le

"'Bu-c

wi til

l"eeling in both insta.nces came an aT.>T)rec1ation of

of nature that classroom coUld ever give, at least as
There was no dissecting or anal'Yz

orrna,lly conducted.·
on, on

ing the s

e exact smo
tion that

sneer enjoYlIlent.
o

'~e

be develope

01"

a-n

this unconscious

never be recorded, for as McFee (5) has 'Sho

m

er

i

he character of Lena, even t
mp

aesthetic sense

ions have been nade

'ronment exceot thr

recognition

e lost to tne

onoortuni

a more adequate self-exnression.

late

at sue
ate en
i1"e

r

O".twardl'y this gil"l

or seventeen was prosaic in manner, careless as to ap
pearance, with a decided legarthY for literature or an
form of art, unless it is remembered that she liked
"pre tt-y things with shape and color and seemed to be
aware, in some 'lUlconscious way, of her own type of beauty."
But no one knew of the thoughts that nature and the e:J.e

• IJcFee,

lliam, (op. cit.), p. 4v •
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ents

~,()U1G.

bring ber -- "an evening's tWilight, the

hisnering of the oak leaves, or the rush of aut
inat the pane. II

rain

op1nion on the subject, boys, tov,

ontrar
seem to feel this

II g

l ory of nature ll , although character

ifference in sex mentioned in the preced

istic to th

ing chapter it is the grander objects that
The mountains, the sea, a

this appeal.
all hold
boy.

see~

mi~hty

to br
rlver,

hrill of possible adventure for the Rrowin

f.n connection with the chapter on emotion (6) re

ference has already been made to Adam's wonder at tbe
world below him as he stood on a plateau on the mountain
side.
a Kin to

Byrne (7) says that IIAll that was of the sea wa
ul. 1I

ood, the sere
distant whales.

The crescent waves, the rugged drift
ng gulls, "the tumbling dolphines", the
lIBetter than the riot of summer on

land was the restrained beauty of the sea. lI

He hated

narrow, crooked st:l'eets, the securi t:v of c1 ties.

"It

was narrow, crooked streets, thought Saul, that put a

haze of grime between the eye

f men and the majesty

tha t had thundered on Sinai."

He would have none

0

them and accepted l!the Bea as his workshop and dwelling
place. II

6.

See Chapter IV. p. 34

7.

Byrne, Donn, (op. cit.) p. 33.

"',
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ove

Thus
have

beaut

01'

n natur

s seen to

inf'luence, al so, in the choice of a li1"e

pro!'ession;

.d

it ha.s set

ral Questions re

only

eligious ones

'Ie

•

other va.lues.
d to its . .

tment,

01'

co~ored

bU~

Even to many adults a re

ligious service is cold and
ness

Not

t the ric n



vestrv, tIle burning of incense end

hundreds of candl es, the

countless chants.

To the adolescent who knows his history, whose imagin
ation is steeped with richness of co .lor, whose sense
are a.l1ve to every new st1mulus, Whose life 1S over
charged with feeling, such forms of wor&lip produce
awe and wonder.

As witness of such a statement Fe

ber in Fanny Herself has

~iven

us the following

tmt:
lilt

was remembrance of' the bare, yello

varnished wooden

s glOWing with the

rer.lection from the ch

eliers;

the

seven branched candlesticks on either
swe of' the pulpit. entwined wi
~----the

amil

gleaming white satin a1 ta.

'10th edged with gold fringe----------;
the

li~t,
II

the

sic, so majestic so

,.

a~

T

>

"'.
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It

e beau

\Va

..ening girlhood"

f

combined with a knowledge of splendid wonen

arac

ters found in fiction" history, biography" and poe'tI"y,
that held the enotional Louis (8) to a vow of chasti
ty in all his sexual relations.

He might like

tryst y/i th the moon II, speak of meeting beautiful dry
ads, and even do much that was indiscreet. but his
horror of all that was

ly became

restraining in

fluence on his life.
Fiction writers from the beginning have real
·zed the power of the beautiful in menta lives, and
present day authors have kept on with the belief
its potency.

From their outlook parents and educa

tors have not used it to the greatest advantage in
the nast.

They, themselves, have seen it, through

an appeal to the imagination and the emotions, as the

core of nobility of character.

Religion"

life

work, the spending of leisure time, all have the1r
dependence upon an appreciation of beauty.
cenee, as a time

Adoles

en the appeal of the beautiful is

strong, Should be trained to appreciate and value the
highest, the most perfeo",.

In this, writers of fie

tion are correct, and as soon as the trainers of our
youth comprehend the essent

'8.

ePee,

ty, some of their diffl

lliwm, (ibid.), p. 144.

·pa~aU!W1ta

aq Tt

1

LTT

"'

CHAPTER X

IIm"\-e' essence of I:lorali-tY is the canacitv,of apOOd

Wh1Ch 1s ROOdih 0 itself,

~nd~hot

for

y extraneous reasoD. arid of' delibera:telv see 1r1 "'U
ood, not through compulsioD, training or habit
merely, but on its oVin account."

The~acce:pt:1.ng

(1)

of st'\.ch' a d'Bfinition presupposes the follow1.ng charac
teristic pha.ses of morals whichCthe autho

from her'own

the term. mora 1 to an' in

regard to him:

firstj' that he is~1n'te"'''''''e,",''''v,
.
'" .
d ·fuis a mind with all its powers complete; second,
~

that he has developed a will or'has ability· to" choose'
, that -he\hS.s a sense of responsibility; arid fourth,
,.

haoits,~in

that he has afwell-develoned system of
case. "good II ones.

1

this

'The question then arises as to

wnether children can ever have aUDIied to them-,the 'term
, or its opposite immoral.

The an swer is "no " I

ece.use they have not developed as yet

:Ln

a:ny one

0

articulars so necessary for choosing the good, the

...ght, tne true.

1.

acy 1 "Frederic

Rather, their acts

may be

(op. cit.), p. 16.
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called

un

sense of'
ng so

ght and dut

•

or tna1.r

Not that t

for the fluctuation between

sakes are

0

re always obtained,
fee~ing an~

reason

very great as yet, and the power of \nll has still
to attain its highest possibilities.
tio~

This fluctua

carries the moral life of the adolescent to the

two extremes od" conduct and we can enact to find

worsh~p,

when-: a

estion of moralit

involved, talres

"'.
120

lwe

t

s,
en

n.:fo:

a

,
a.lle

affect1.o.u,
degree of
:v~s

\ther
liRe

h

u..LWl,'

t) 1

a

e·.

pil'l"'J:lnh

1.

ee C

2.

Stern

t.

ter IX, p. 109
G. B., Tu_ ..

, p. 19

e

,,:
121
outdoor
c

.
~~

··-"'-1
-

as ne

snor~s

\70"



y

rn,____" __

,

She

d~d.

.L'\.

_
~
_

_ _ _ ...... _

.- . .

tl_' ,_

r-;:;;......... ~-I

~

..a-,,,,,_.&'~

.~.

"Ill"

•

r-r'~

on 1"11'st nea.r1ng of the trouble, snd then
~~

•

.......

.ol

he did not stop t,o
c-- ...

I' s rooI4.'"

f',

"

a..... O ...

,.. ..,,.

-

-

J,

';

"

~t"his words. 11Y~s'. It's 'true", she
r::

'.

~-

in, and then'said- suddenlY '"I v:'ish ·I
II t

At:. +.ha"+:

'+.iil'8

she no doubt meilot what

r-·-\ ;

...

'or' :in' ner- o\"ffi'words,

,,_'1~

..;.~'~

'W'l

'!~~n--"i._r"""""

~

______

_

~GI""~ _~_

.,.".Jo

•

t

reve~a~:ion nas'no~

,.,
a pleasant one.
-

ly al:)'solute perfect"iori.
"

been dest

. , ,",

t.; f .

-,.-.

("1 ',.

11

•

y

e
- r-.

(I ~- ....

,.

..... r l l

t

for' her' ideal- 'she desired on

c'

'Now, wi th one act, i't had

~n. n

, ,y--:; ""

-

Dr.

E ealy (3) says "tb:s't

qUality characterizing certain hidden mental reactions
to expe:lrences' is responsible 'ih some indiVidual's for
.... )

the production of misconduct, or indeed, whole careers
,

-

.'

.."

.,

", ..

I

of del1nqu81"1CY.'
udden 1 V.

•

W1. tnou't

HealY,

ill

l>~Ii{

many

cases the wrong do ing come

."

any seem:lng nremedi ta tion.'- .. '

To

~.
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'himself, (4) the thing just happened, althou.

Hnl~

an analysis would prove the above statement to be
He ,vas outside the bank after cashlnB 1'118

true.

by.t;~as

Ai.mt's check,

"--

he recounted

-'

t~e

notes ".!hile

~.

alkin"R down tbe street, he-found that
the

ve

s~pposed

there were six.

DOW'

1l0h, \"rell, b

there six?
t

pOUI'S

ere

s are imperson

ou t,- them is unlimi te.....

ot belong to

even tbe brJUlcb

It does
~.age",.
-""

"-'

urelV' ( tm. a

tation) tpero could only

his s

be one,destil1B.tion for

,

r..h'in

the~extra

note.

He

been

J.1inking 1'0 rever so lonR about the memorial f at' the
oys of

School who had di
Hal,

n the Great

ero in athletics,

been p

at' c o.llecting t.he_ school sUbscriptions.

celul that his name. should anpear ne

d

i
"HO

the top

of. the list with t.he miserable five bob a week his fa

ther had

sed h1.m t'or

o

e purpos e • "

He thou

could salvage from his pocket money,
ut

t

e whole was a nitiful amount.
of his tho

ed

d c

And then

ts had come the note which he no
n his

pocket~

"Could God reall~-...,ork.mlraclasin

thl.s

ltol7.ether decent fa.shion, prompt, withou

4.

ste

,

•

uno

.,

(

ide )

•

~~72.

123

xcess, ana.

call it God

~;q.thon.t

~ ~e,telt,

e 'swank' 1

thnt 'luck'

fus's? _ lIal
dimly, that this

124

oth good 'and

power to
to be certe.ln

one

teen year old'B
other t

bo

sa'·

no
elf'tlla

d to Bunny, sensitive four

,y whose worl

forth a

I

0

d c

As B

•

he brough

n

sort

s

ely on," I he

e

If It

evi~.

on raced along,
'hispere

,

1

"11

er 17 they

felt horror 'creeping dovm upon them.

There

seemed to have grown from this one misdeed
bilities of carrying out the most heinous
Awakened morality is abetted by the

e possi
cr~e.

Dma~lnation

and

p1ctures of condemnation and eternal punishment can
be even clearer than virtues and rewarus.
A's to the cause of this deed and" l!lany others

like it Healv has the

followin~

to say:

"If sincere and patient investigation
., s unclertaken wi th the delinquent the
'hole

enon

y be revealed as a

e.ctlon to conponent parts of menta
fe and to certain prior experiences.
arCLJ..y eve

s

e c

n of caus

on

found to have been self-perceived or self
formulated. II
thin sue

I'

1I~

quotation one fin

t

other sinilar cases.
istory or environment

II

,

the solution

0

s well as to those of

,y

Io amount of study of femil
fou..~

school, play, or f

y

125

relationshi

omplete'

ca.n

Some

list be traced to find

elements of the
the final solutiou.
Stealing
01"

ccordin

"

t

rent of boy1sh t
t

espons

sgresslons".,.

(51.

is not nearly so larg

the latter

ve found thi

ot" mora.!. perceptions.

Althousili the

the

1s,

step in the brtnl.lun

Oourt reco rds shm"! that the

cause of most of these latter cases is the desire ror
the beautiful. ·the aesthetic" sense "gone wrong".
Thus in the case of Hazel, (6) McFee
longing for beautiful- clothes
destine

eetheart.

~desoribes

~~e~~he

her

met her clan

The temptation was great.

She

was working, being then sixteen years of age,
11 general, store.

s

ticular temptation

towards a lapse in morals occurred
I'1l:~nutes

shop.

venlng

feV!

before closing time when no one was in the
Hazel, putting on her muffler and jacket

tood in front of the little mirror behind the collar
boxes

Her elbows brushed the sleeve of a particll

larlv nice. haa

cloak that hung on a headless frame

model in a dark corner.

5.

A sudden idea (ag

p. 430.

6. , McFee, William, (op. 01 t. ), p. 159.
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s n

sc

~s

able to find the success

mun (7) in relating the story of Forrest Wollcott.
t fourteen this'

yOUl1g

ne

adolescent W8}S 1

small IIcoooea-UD" apartment

_

ved with his narents mld sister

plenty of

tha dark

companions~. ',r

apar~1ment,

suggested

by the

scnool,.

The man '"8

ge house,

How

S,

readinR books

remarks of an
name~.\Vas

had

I I country

where be bad. had a dog, a y
and.

1

:were spent

ich had been

En~lish

teacher nt

Sherbakowsky, and he gave

to his pupils ideas of communism and bolshevism unde
ferent tit.L6a.
At"l8,st Forrest could stelld his new' 'surround
1nJ:ts no longer.

..Expressed, his thouP'.hts ,ran a.fter
There sure Iv is a better way to
roperty.

that

e doubted

7.

e

onerty

shmun,

el

His dad

e ' d" try

e vl1sdom of -such a statement,.

garat, Topless Towe

lOS-Ill; 18......

1Iu.~j

1 t,

bu

Sherb.. 

pp. 46-4S'

127

an't

ow

say so and
een he .fo

atel, on
He

rooms -- silver
anvthin

t

S c

100

as a

ons·
nt· t

bellh

.d

not a

•

ist that was

,

then one

hin~s

n

in a.

OM.

.. nshes, studs, fa

ba.c~e

was

from -the -Lon
the~

VlOl"'k.

nd

d.

'{Qr~

so.

o.!rS di dn' t

men's

pens 
_

esented aRainst

s name,

articles were found rolled up in an old shirt

the very bottom of an old chest of

drawers.~

ll. t

There

had been no malicious destruction of oroper-ey, nor ha
anything been disposed of fo r further ga in.

Tbere

tl1eY were - a pitirul heap of "stolen goodSll.
lear

sip~ted,

yet simple method of

"handling" this case of delinquency is worthy of
·uvenile court iudge.

eo"

Seeking an underlying cause

and findinR among the many things recorded the acquisi
ti ve instinct at worle, she solves her story as rar as
Forrest is concerned by sending him back to his grand
mother I s in t.he country.
aga~n,

a large

yal~

Here he has his own Qog

and barn in which to play, a garden

n which to work, and his delinquent habits are forgot
ten throuah substitution of neu and pleasant activities.
Burt (8) has classified the list of juvenile of
fenses under six headings:

8.

Burt, Cyril, (

sex, anger, acquisitiveness,

.), p. 14.

'"
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monthG befor
the con

"do.-

11

e

u

i

off'

9.

•

o

chool

n

See Chanter VIII, p.102

_

~

10. Stern, G. B., The Matriarch, p. 77.
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ears,

hree l)erfectly w.ond

15

f'1

d

s

it

e

b

no s

at

tee to do.

in

friuht
so

t to

ay from home; he loved," lu.""tu.ry too much fa

I'

that.

Finally he thought out a scheme.: ;He .told

s grandmother that he had heard it said dmvn at the
wharf that his Uncle Ludovic bed been seen in
Zealand.

He, Danny. had even talked to a man who had

seen, h1m.•

Then, he. would be given the passage money

to go and fird him.

lilt was all too simple - a life

of freedom. 1I
But he had not reckoned with his cousin Tvu••
,Ilyou -. Ivi
'liLa

_ cad. Il

here! II

el

don't

call me names!1l

,

"Listen to me for on

don It, talk till

YOU

have

lease

listened.---~--

The familYr·have put "1e to work for tile
last two years in an off'
ere we b

in the City

electr;l.c light all day, ang.

the .sun. i

hining because it

too dark insice to· see by daylight. I
isn't going to tw{e oe any further, an
t ',s done nobody an

ood, and I loatbe

,:'
130

sort

I've been done out of

it.

0

. done out of it bv the famil

lii'e I

again; I wanted to

~o

cri cket and tennis ana

about a
Vi

have a

c

er-sport as I

liked, with jolly people, and not endless
fuss
that

rna over t"amily thi sand fami

S-11<

tl,.

In other writings other. instances of each of
Burt's list of juveni.le offenses are founa.

In

earlier parts of this treatise delinquencies have
d secre.-·

been accredited to sex, acquisitivenesQ,
venesw.

n offense due t

o

assigned the best example

But to Wells
'Hr.

e indicates Joan's

anger at Peter's continual tormenting her

and

teasing

er friends when he has Joan bite Peter's thumb so
rn that blood came freely.

Keru1edv cites the best

example of wandering in The Constant N':vmnh when al
01"

the young Sanger children make a regular practic

at"

rmming away from the boa.rding schools in which

they are placed.

OIRiordan (11), along with Borden,

Ostenso, and Hutchinson, indicate offenses dur to grief.
In OIRio
suicid.e.

~

rong act takes the form of attempted

Adam loses all

at he love

so he thinks when he ilunps into tne

11.

r~ver.

the world;
As the

OIRiordan, Conal, (op. cit.), last chanter.

":"
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dark waters surge round him his grier over the death
of his younB sweetheart seems to vanish.

Life he.

eeroed to be toppling dovm upon him - his final
struggle with the waters back to life comes \tith the
thought that his own lii'e need not be futile.

This

and the thought of his guardian r s faith in him keep
him afloat until he is somewhat

miraculousl~

saved

by a tug.
Here it should be noted that it was the

COn

fidence an admired adult placed in him that belped
him in his decision to live.

SUch faith and confid

ence in youth during all kinds of moral misteps is need
ed on the part of the older generation in order that
the adolescent mav put forth his best effort to live
up to it.

Fiction writers, on the whole, seem to feel

that not only is this faith and confidence lacklng on
the part of the adults, but that youths of today can
find very little of the good to emulate among the adult
life with which they come in contact.

In the skepti

cisms and doubts which assail the latter part of the
period there is no help to be gained from examples of
loose living and agnosticism.
in their

ju.dgm~mt?

Are such writers correc"·

There is no answer except that

found in case material.

Rere three-fourths of the

reported causes of juvenile delinquencies may be traced
to adult life, either thrOUgh environment or heredity.

"':"
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The renort is

a black cine for the mature of judgment.

The remedy lies in creatine a desire within every
dult heart and mind to make a greater and better
race than it can ever hope to be, and to start b
making the right sort of an example.

:"

CRAPTER XI

Religion
Religion has been placed by Tracy (1) in
~

his discussion of adolescence as the highest aim
to which man may attain.

In this thought he i

right, for any religious belief is only an attempt
on the part of the individual to seek something
higher and greater than he or his associates are
capable of.

Savage

people~

in their ignorance

and non-comprehension of scientific truths, early
placed their religious belief in animism.

1'1atural

obiects that seemed to have an influence over af
fairs of life and death were worshiped because the
ere feared.

Throughout the agES fear has seemed

to have had some rela tionship wi tb religion as vii t
nessed by the early sacrificial Egyptian gods, the
ncestral worship of the Orient and the awf\u spirit
of the Hebrew Jehovah.

It is only in the Christian

faith that fear has been negatived and discounten
.anced entirely.

Fear has been supplanted by love

rhich promises perpetual safety and peace.
Coe (2) has indentified the religious impulse

1.

Tracy, Frederick, (op. cl t.), P .185.

2.

Coe, George A., Education In Relig
p. 202.

J:I
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th four different factors.

Following his outline

and textual statements, we record these factors as fol
ows:

A more or less clear realization (1) that man

is 11mited and dependent upon something \'1hich a mater
ial world can not supply; (2) that human wants alwaYs
outrun their supply, and man in his struggle at self
realization must seek an ideal self and an ideal world
to cowplete his ideas of unity; (3) that his ideal self
and ideal world become the real self and the real world
because of the strength of bis felt wants; and (4),
that the specific qualities of the ideal being are de
rived from human experiences becauae manls conception
is limited to his
ledge.

O\vn

inherited and environmental know

In such an itemized accounting there is to be

seen a normal progression of develooment.

The four

factors are not simultaneous in their origin.

Each

s the outgrowth of the other end leads into a still
reater trend of thought, for in matters of

reli~lon

the mind is no more static than it is in other fields
of experience.

Through a constant line of evolutionary

theorv the child travels from the lI an eve for an eye,
and a tooth for a tooth ll response of the Old Testament

to the altruistic spirit of love in the New Testament
which answers in the words of the Christ lIif a man
smight thee on the one cheek, turn thou to him the
other likewise. II

The process is not an over-night ac

'.(
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complishmentj training and education are needed
for its ultimate completeness.

Even adulthood

does not denote its mastery.
Early acquaintance with the religious side
of experience comes to the child dimly through a
clash between two factors; namely, his own desires,
and those of the world or his immediate environmenv.

Through the developing povlers of memory and imagina
tion he begins to create "an ideal Vlorld alongside
the world of actual experience" in which lie his
hones and the expectations of his owT.n self-realiza
tion.

Especially in disapnointments must he 100

for an outside need.

There comes a time when his

father and mother, his ovm irmnediate family, are un
able to supply all his wants or comfort all his sor
rows.

The opportunity is thus prepared for the

thought of divinity.

If the home is a religl0U

one, Coe (3) states that "constant contact with the
parents' religious life furnishes content for the
idea as rapidly as the child can assimilate it!l.

H

religious ideas and attitudes grow with the developn~

sense of need, not only for physical help, but

or factual knowledge 'which parents can not alwa'Vs
sunply.

3.

')?here is One Vlho can answer all questions,

Coe, George A., (ibid.), p. 223.

",3
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d the Child, from direct association

~ith

repeate

experiences of adult insufficiency, develops a habit
of seeking that source of
e~ls

know~ed£e.

(4) in his discussion of religion indi

cates bis belief in this normal growth in the follow
ing

words of Schoolmaster Mackinue....
a little boy has grown up in a home,

lIIf

in the sort of home one

mi~bt

describe

s God-fearing, if' he has not only heard
of God but seen God as a liVing influence
upon the people about him, then - then,
I adnit,

NOU

have

somethin~

,7111 believe in God.

real.

He

He ,viII know God.

God.- simplv because of the faith about
him - will be a knowable realitv.
is a faith - in men.

God

Such a boyls world

ill fall into shape about the idea of
God.
ourse.

He will take God as a matter of
Such a boy can be religious

from childhood ---- yes ----- But there
are few such homes."
Unfortunately there are even fewer homes
this type than is believed.

Two extremes are often

found; either indifference and disbelief or

4.

0

Wells, H. G., (op. cit:.), p. 27".

fanat~c-

,..

~
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m.

This latter type of home seems to be rapidly

d1sap

ring, so that the cry is heard on a:l:.l sides
e unre1igious age of the present

da~.

Perhaps we have gone too far in our abo1iahment of
creeds, but the sternness of a puritan worship has
very definitely little appeal for adolescence.
childhood, even, it brings gloom and

In

unhappines~ to

ay nothing of fear whichmuy be carried over into
youth and maturity.

In Quest, Katherine Burt has

given us the bad results that may be obtained in
adolescence from early associations with represslon
and fear.

She has done so by relatin;;J: in some detail

a childhood experience whiCh later influenced the en
tire life of her chief character.
According to her report, Little John, (5)
trained bv a sensitive, stingy, deeply religious, ye
puritanical father, at the age of seven was beate

for

runn1ng away from Sunday School because he did not
!mow his lesson toot morning.

lie was then lo.cked up

in the dark, musty parlor of his motherless home.
The darkness of the room and the chill of fear in the
ild's heart were intensified by hearing the words
of some unknown evil 'which screamed:.
IIII

am the Lord, thy Go'" ,,-------

5. pp. 12-16.
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Little John stood.

He waited, but

he did not know either thet he stood
or waited.

He did not even know that

he wes 8fraid.

He h8d become Fear

the FeE-r of God.
"Thou shalt have no other gods before
me."
Little John's fingers curled up stiffly
and the nails pricked his palms.

His teers 1

lay cold upon his face 8nd. the swee.t of bis
body chilled.
"I am a jealous God."
Then followed silence:

something with

fe~

thers stirred.
Little John lifted up his voice and
shrieked aloud.

He held himself perfectly

rigid from neck to heel, threw beck his
head, and screamed with all the force that
wes in him."
A visiting aunt's parrot had done an irreparable
wrong; for this incident, in conjunction with his
father's training, made a veritable cowerd of the
eighteen year old John, a student at Princeton.
Throu.gh the years his fether and God -- a vengeful and
jealous God -- stood over him, making him fear Rnd
tremble et every act which involved wili. Little
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John became a religious coward: he could not face
life.

Burt in this report has seen the close con

ection between the human will and the divine.

-~e

has ably anown that the adolescent demands a power
greater than himself if he is to succeed to his
gre~test

self-realization.

en the vision of tLis

needed ideal has been distorted, the individual is
thrown back on himself.

In his period of sens1tive

ness and over-wrought emotions the will is not only
uncontrolled but weakened by such an
re

thep

t

OCCUl~rence.

The

e above; a helpless and fearful

dolescent - a we

and cowardly adult.

t is in times of trouble, rather than joy,
that

e

to God.
other

avera~e

individual seeks an ide

The adolescent, perhaps oftener

t~e

~nan

··or

met before.
shiped.
proble.

somethi~

e

bigger, i1'aster than has been

i th much of nafvi ty this God is

He entel's into th

WOl'

swerlng or everyday

as witnessed by the confession of Jerry (6

prays that he may 1n some
Geometry ex

6.

re~izes

Dim is the vision -- in most cases a v

longir

a

through life because of an unbroken fait

ana a desire to seek out beauty and truth,
God.

s

t

nation.

forseon

ss in his

His sceptre is the source

Robinson, Edwin M., (op. cit.).

0

....

~

upward toward heaven - The home of God?

Perl1.aps

if she looks long enough, she may see Him, is he

"If she coul

thought.

ver Bee but one

th~ng

prop

erly she might ee.sily see God fl , was her adolescent
reason~ng

put

words.

A great hone

lIed ber: b

later on in telling of her experience she sa
1"1 didn't see anvthint<..

I'm so

v~ry

ignorant.

don't know whB. t I mean.

sadly:

That's because

When I say God, I
If

I

was Robert II I

(a. Catholic servant) '''lid be better off ~

for I

~ould

know I'd mean that God up

there", as she pointed to a Crude Calvary
carve
g

n the mo

bv a

wande~-

p~lgrim.

Underlvin~

7.

in-side

Kennedy

Tess.a's statement .can be seen the

rgaret, (op. cit.), pp. 67-72.

0..
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adolescent's growing intellectual faculties whicb
emand

exp~anations

and reasons.

Carved figures

and symbolic worship do not ali"/a-vs suffice.

Proors

st be !2:iven and questions mnst be answered sat
torily from the viewpoint of intelligence.

When

such can not be done doubts arise as to the doctrine
and teachings of Childhood.
ments which were

Those religious state

~eretofore

taken for granted are

scrutinized minutelY, particularly those statements
which rel7 upon faith.

Adam, (8) for instance, was

groping for Truth when he questioned:
Vhat 1s this thing called Hell?

If Mary was the Mother

of Jesus who was the Mother of Satan?
~eallv

What is Heaven?

Was the Bible

wri tten at God's commclDd?
till other signs of his aWakeninB intelligence

'lere found in such a question as· lI What games can I play
without being sentenced to damnation?"
his

ql estions

mlsbelief.

On and on cam

- a mixture of childhood faith and adult
He felt that there were so many questions

to ask which no one seemed to be able to answer, not
even the priest.
nterpret it.

There was a Bible, but no one could
The book itself was more confusing than

ever before, and he spent some tiMe in trying to
out some of its puzzles.

8.

O'Riordan,

Con~l,

wor~

He found that his hardest

(op. cit.), pp. 165-183.

,,",
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God

C10\'

God seeme

to a plane of everyday
so rar away so grand, so

..

~ ~
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eSt

.l..tater l.n tne teens, if most of these are

not cleared.' un, indifference, disgUst, and even ag
nosticism result.
ane (9), for instance, is reported to have
an antipathy far religion because of her non-under
tanding of creeds and Ilisms ll •

"Religions are
I don't llKS

unny things", Borden has her say.
them, but they do things to you

~-------I

know you've

got to have a religion or you can't be good, but I
the same."

don't like it

From a childhood trust

a blind fo llm-ving, to the doubts

and

tiona of

q

dolescence, this particular adolescent, as
another one has done, had come to the place where
reasons must be given for every accepted fact, although,
in the statement of her own belief, emotions were still

y.

the ascend

Borden's acquiescence to the

016s

cent's need of a religion is not only an accurate psycho
logical statement, but it also reveals the fact that at
least some of the present day novelists are identifyIng
eligion and the good to
two sYno
though

ous.

suc~

a degree as to make the

For the early part of t

s particularly acceptable;

cons~ruction

of

reli~io

sbelief or a re

views comes from the need

the stranded sailor to have a new chart or a

9.

pertod such

Borden, Mary, (oPt cit.), Pt 35.

0

··-e to
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take

~he

place 01' the childish trust which has either

een destroyed or proved

inad~quate.

Habit. of

\~ich

we have written very little thus far, has an impDrtant
part to play at such a time.
train~8

doubts.

Early years of

reli~ious

now bear their fruit of faith in spite of
The adolescent has accepted the worship of

s parents; it is looked upon as aood.

Sudden changes

in formal worship thus are resented bv the Youth who
has. acknowledrged':i the customs of the adult church ser
vice.

The church is spoken of as limy churcll \I; the

form of protestantism followed by the family, become
the property of the individual.

Any encroachment on

e:1.ther church or fal th in the way of ridicule or slander
is looked upon as a libel against the self.

,

This mixture of habit and feeling in adolescent
religion in reference to the doubts of the period has
been fully discussed in at least one modern novel.

Rob

inson in Enter Jerry (10) has taken considerable time
to work up to religion as the climax of his story.

The

experience recorded is the culmination of all of Jerrvls
years of training.

So sympathetic is the treatment of

the author toward his youthful chara.cter that one can
not help but pity the grOWing boy who faces life for the
first time, a composite child and man.

10. pp. 193, 243-259.

,,:
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Al

f

Jer

reli~iou

i1"e

of

c.. .".. . ;.~

t:

ore an

'la.s

desire to conform to new nethods

so as not to maHe
te

scen", •

That

d

n his period of self-consciousness

tiOD afte

v

Eis decl

e

ds to his mother had been

,

sail

ecame hi

to

nor wooleri' .undeI"\lear

of

tlli

outh'

ome' Ia

is

o be obtain,

Rlicityof form is desire

,.

ame

, that s

Be-never, Defor e.
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stress on creeds and doctrines

o~fer

only conrusion

to minds whose intellectual capacities have not attained
a balance

"\7i

th the

Emotiona~

life.

Simple truths of

nature, the beauty of the natural world in which they
dwell, the contrasts of night and day, storm and
r~ne,

His

GUn

fruitage and barrenness, are adequate proof of

8J... eatness,

wi thout the rote of non-understood

theological phrases.

The simple parables of the Ghrist

contain much or adolescent comprehension.

Field and

ood are full of examples of God's being and His love
for humanity, 'which are especially d!i:lscernible to the
ever searching eye of the "teen age".
No more

beauti~ul,

as well as exact picture of

these statements can be found than in Donn Byrne' s
(11).

~

In his early youth Saul's life, as 1n

later times, was wrapped up in religion, in thoughts
of God.

He heard the old men saying smugly as they

folded their hands:
"When I consider the heavens, the work of
Thy han"",.."

The moon and stars, whiCh Thou hast ordained,
t is man that Thou art mindful of him?
Or the son of man that Thou visitest him?f1
He knew the God of these old
powerful and awful that he wa
11.

pp, 27-9

en, a

ghty

igure, so

veiled from ,heir sight.

,,:
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inJ2:. who

God \Va

'U

crown upon

riol'e

th di amonds •

shea

God, for

sion came to Saul.

) Ho su

reat throne and

t on

there when the new moon came up in the springtime.
He

n all thin

s faun

snec

b

.y

"n the sea..
'''And

e spiro

f God move

tbe face o£ the waters. II

.pon

aul could

see Him there, a great light, a beau
ty, or a sombre power, that raised a
song in Saul's heart,

song so highly

pitched, so strange, that there was
neither music nor words to it.
; but it

'

often bv wav of emotion that

reat uhenonenon of the adolescent's re
ligious life is
as is the case

discovere~.

th all other

Closel

llied to doubts,

eat contrasts, is the

onder and beauty of the period's conversions.

Tracy,

Starbuck, Goe, and Hall in their studies of adolescent
behevlo

e indicat

th

no other time in life 1S

o productive for pronounced religious experience as
the age 01' our study.

Especially is this true of the

middle of the period.

Hovelists of today ha.ve ac

cepted this as factual, for in the eihht cases of re
po-·ted conversion in the novels studied, all but one
h~~

indicated the age of the individuals undergoing

",:-1
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the experience

tbe ages of

e~7e0n

~ifteen

and

seventec.u..
The nature of the phenomenon is differen
ong different individ11 als.

To some it means

rer:love..L ot" sin and guilt. a reuentance, or a clean"'
To others it means an entering up

ing of conscience.

cr. a richer. fuller spiritual life.
it means the finding of et
a state of disquiet.
press1.on

01'

ng

l' tel'"

. ch of these is the true ex
I

am in no position

my experience with the

ovs

0

al peace and res

the experienced "change tr

Throl

to se:v.

To still others

li.c:ious train

snould sav that all

senarately, or t

function

e may be a fusion of the three bel1.e

The resul-t should be the same; na.mely, a reawalcened
ve.Looec consciousne
ua
in

fee

he greatness of the spirit

In thi s daY when

much empha

is placed

e economic and social worlds UDon mhvsic

terial necessities, methods of approach to
should n

e quibbled over.

ng over such

discussion a

s1 -~
01"

carefully.

Th

snir

,.."epted our

belief an

0

tion has accepted it as his

B

reason to ba'

The adolescent ba

e basis of

or

e have had too much argu

tters without jUdgment

ance om" emotions.

0

wi thout wei

0

Jsult

ta

C

only be

r::ene

mockers.
Fortunate

,

0

.t:"o rtuna. tel~v ,

ode

··iction

.",

On the

e.

mo minE:. on

.wh ich h

sta temen'~ he v,

desire

ifternoo

e'ct

etter

d evange

ooms,

o g1v

12.

ervlin. Samuel. Temper

':"_::

o

thin

y,

• 193-197.
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s~voring o~ r~viva1

verted ll twice by revivalists durin

een. l'con

nd

services for he

the

0....5--: 01'

eight

t of

ld fourteen.
feelirgs afte]' his accertance

'f the director

the ball.

dhi

as wondering, amid a

co~rused

lutter of feelinRs, Vlhv- he had come·.

Be

fore·. the .moo:l l swords' .Henry fal tared, keep
'n~

his eyes

f.~xed

firmly on the manls

broad feet, uponwbich the chunky, swaying
gure.::tstood j esticulatlng \"lJ.l.cuy,
somewhatl' dramatically wi th
last, with

8:,

l~is-.,a.I'1lls.

voice t!lat·
,boomed .out
- .

(ft.

tl~ec,perils



"-

of hell' -ant', quicklY ,melted until it seemed to
come from heaven 's ovm

~ate,

-he. threw· out these

latter D:Onendages
in,lan.- a'll inclusive '.embI'ace.
-.~

'-'"

~

Henrv, stumbling up-the aisle in a,daze. Vias
in an ecstasy of ,emotion that was'.at once

exalted and abject. II
The ;n-_e..x~.\ <.lay J so complete did he bel
ll-ebir.th II to -be J he solemn]:v swore of f cards. dancin
l'ld t11.e -theatre.
life.

1 'I

.11"e lLad never smoked nor c1.rtlnk in

Conscientiou
sly
be Vias found the,. next
....... ,

ternoon going from house to house

'

o~

the town's· music

committee explaining the cause of his giVing up the
directorship of a community operetta-.-'c···He felt that

151
e must atone for l1is s
ve u

e nt\lst

•

:..J ...Y

re

ings that

1 the

did.

he loved the operetta

of repentance

", C'il..l

loved -- and

Ms soul.·" ,","Undoub-l.
-- I

~

1"""

spiritual'change/ln'the revlv

edly

I

~

il!llnecliat'e results, the vows of

al service.
repentance and-cbastit
that'~the

i.£m
g

~terest

movement

lastin~,

Slncere.

we

does not

The ever chang

of adolescence 'demanda new experience

,

WIDcn fa

"ere not

1 as other educational

.io.... ,

ize.

must

view of

nversioIi, more enduring in

its last ana1:vsis. is' ·,reported by Ferber'. (13") .. , The
.,

case' 18

tna~

or

'~he

little Jewish girl, Fanny,

r faith matters little

i.~ ~i ts

althou~

dlagnos:ts

~

adolescent

experience~

except 'for the

definite denui?{ds of ritUalism'made:"b:v the ortho

reil.

The spiritual

'cl~ge

nrocured was consum

mated on the Da.y of Atonenent, known in the Heorew as
"

•

On ,the fo renoon of this holiday, Fanriy
Bella, her chum, aecided to fast from 'the set
of·one d
dea t

to

e eve

13.

Back of the

g or the

could be said to be little of t

lement; it was aore ,of

o

0

:nduronce.

Ferber. Edna, (op. cit.), pp. 26-35.

reli
Fann:
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been heEl 1 thy; not only e:"l.tin,:' lleui·til
t meal times. but llsttl.ffin~" throt..~10Ut tI1e·<l8.y.

eyes end

.iiitake of the i)reath, she managed to slip by the
bre3.1l:fast table over which hune the· aroma of s
e. brown-buttered rolls. and err.gs.
Out to the Dorch she ran. where sbe took dn great
ps of clear Wisconsin air.

1.'be beau.tv

of.~

the

service of the afternoon before 'and her react10n
to it has already been recorded in this treatise. (14)

se.L!" :to tne river
ood.

Bu

srdon tliht:,the

01' cotTee calie used for the evenin

fter the d

Fanny bad neve.!" seen

orider.ful

of fasting.'
pic

I'

- ella soon
anD

lire.

lings together
~r-eve

e vii to her by eati

ose-in bringing
a plum

en

--_._------------.,.-;....---------~~

4.

See Chnnter
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reatinR

Fann~

run

to tollow.

odo

sau~rting

Fo.nry I

S

shook her

downfall; but she

arene

50..LU..l.~r

e ho

of

etizing

he .more th

orKe

1

...e

e

Bella's

the luscious frui

the

Ferber states th

nd bq,ek

to

e

t

e

"Sh

other temptat10n

gli tterlng

,

i

11fe

0

o ne

fo

ot

h

,vas p
bo
dolescence

to t.ne ".fqit
temptation,
i tunl I

th Bella,
i

of ch'ild.hoou..

oUgh

ber exPerience srre had

risen to heights anr
th this

wel~-Organ1Z

linpse of the etern
andd

iLed. case

•
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m~teri~l

we close our discussion of tl1e adolescent's

re11gious life as

depi~ted

by :recent writers of fiction.

The author f.eels that the sl.l.biect .has been ha",ciled b
them not onlY thoroughly, but
sympathetically
:in ortier
-.. .. _....fd
~
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to give the re3der a clear end definite
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doubts and conversion • . The instances here cited. a
has been thl;)oughout the entire study, have been chosen
or their :fairness both to the subject matter and to
~\.

I

Almost everv writer of ad

the method of treatment.

olescent behavior has indicated the importance of reC.

-

ligious belief

~d

This, in itseJ
.

training.

J

significant, for it indicates not '" only the need of the
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CHAPTER XII
The Pedagogy of Adolescence
In the foregoing chapters we have shown by
the presentation of case material that much current
fiction is based upon psychological truths as seen
from the point of view of the adolescent.

The physical

life and the moral and spiritual development of the
youth of today have also been recognized as treated
in an accurate and sYmpathetic manner, although the
growth of the body has

not been discussed in specific

biologica.l terminology.

Too much criticism is not to

be given novelists for this failure.

Rather, the blame

should be placed upon the unscientific training of
their readers and the public's demand for "pleasure
reading."

The religious life (fortunately, in this

day of seeming spiritual decline) has been looked upon
as the highest good, which alone can bring about a
complete unity and organization of all life's forces.
From this, we proceed to the second part of our dis
cussion lNhich is in the nature of the "follov'i-UP"
procedure used by the social case worker.

Any helps

which may be brought out in the selected principles
recorded are for the discerning eye of teacher and
parent.
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As a limited pedagogical study, special
methods to be employed in dealing yJi th "the teen
age" will be particularly surveyed.

This should

not prove so difficult, for from the preceeding
chapters it may be seen that these methods must
deal with certain psycho-physical truths.

To 80

even further than this, if the individual is to
reach the "wholeness" of which he is capable, cer
tain spiritual and moral truths must be taken cog
nizance of.

To those, then, who have the up-bring

ing of the next generation in their hands there
should be some definite conception in mind as to
the constitution of their common task.

That there

are such terms as "parental authority" and "school
discipline" might indicate that this common aim is
that of exercising some sort of

external control

over those who are under adult supervision.

That

there are such institutions as homes and schools in
which the word "training" is often )11entioned gives
another outlook.

What, then, is the purpose of the

parent's and teacher's existing, in terms of adoles
cent life?
From the beginning of man's recorded exist
ence he has handed down to the younger members of his
family and community definite inborn tendencies to
reaction which function only when provided with the

.,:
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correct stimulii and may be modified by experience,
along with certain precepts nhich he has gained from
his physical, mental, and moral life through retro
spection, observation, and experimentation.

Differ

ent ages have brought variation of method in the trans
mitting of customs and the corawmnication of aims of
the social group, as well as those of the individual.
Such variation has been necessary because of the
shiftine from a life in which physical adaptation
was the prime factor to one in which every capacity
of the entire mOO1 is called into play.

From the

simple lItaboos" of the early tribe we have come to a
well-developed and systematic social order.

But the

gap is wide, and as Dewey (1) states, "Education,
and education alone, spans the gap."
Our first step, then, towards an answer to
our question must be, it seems, through an under
standing of the meaning and purpose of education.
James, Dewey, Hall, Tracy, and countless other men,
have all contributed their interpretation of the
te~n.

For the author, the word indicates the social

izing and spiritualizing process of those intellec
tual and emotional dispositions to action which result,
on the part of the individual, in a complete mastery

-----

------------

1. Dewey, John, Democracy and Education, p. 3
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of the situation at hand.

Such a process is not a

matter of days nor even of years.

It is never fully

completed even at the close of life; yet the fulfill
ment of its aim is the goal to Which parents and teach
ers give their life service and to which institutions of
both church and state direct their immediate and ulti
mate efforts.
Perhaps it is this very inability to reach
perfection, this incapacity to transmit in entirety
the complete system of habits and customs together with
their accompanying intellectual and emotional response,
that has made the history of human life so dramatically
fascinating.

Think of humanity in terms of a race of

automatons, and the magic of livine; has been destroyed.
It is the lIif" in all our possibilities of reaction
that relieves the monotony of existence.

This does

not mean that we should stop in our attempt at redirect
ing primitive impulses and allow man to slump back to
a life of uncontrolled feelings and little reason or
judgment. No!

But it should offer us some encourage

ment in times when even a small part of our undertak
ing seems impossible of attaimnent.
At no other time in life does the aim of ed
ucation seem farther away than at the time of adoles
cence.

Enough of the characteristic features of the

period have been given in the first part of this dis

<iI.
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cussion to show why this should be the cuse.

A time

in which emotions are in the supremacy can only pro
duce instability in every phase of response.
follo~s

There

the formation and development of wrong habits,

the establishing of faulty association, the rioting
of an untrained imagination.

And then comes the reason

for adults existing in terms of education - not to make
judg1nents, not to break wills, not to exercise superi
ority by external control - but rather, to guide all
of these conflicts of body, mind, and spirit, to the
charu1el of completeness, thereby producing a balance
of all three elements for an internal control that alone
can bring about mastery, not only of the individual's
self as represented by his biological composition, but
of his envirorunent as well.
And the tasle is stupendous.
to the 'unfit of the race.

It can not be left

It demands the strongest man

bood and womanhood for its purpose.

No weakling, phys

ically, mentally, or morally, should be trusted vdth the
task.

Yet many homes are parented by the incompetent.

and school-rooms filled TIith negative personalities.
ili~

entire treatise could be written on these calamities

alone.

Here, time Cill1 not be taken to tabulate the

results of such tragedies.

AsylunlS and penal institutions

annually receive their toll through our very neglect;
\111ile Adolescence, ,lith its search for an ideal, with its

".
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imitative powers at their height, challenges the best
in all with whom it comes in contact to give only the
finest and noblest.

As teachers and parents, who can

resist the appeal made to us for keen minds, that

k110VI

facts; strong bodies, that represent clean living; and
moral consciences that deal only with right conduct?
Recent fiction has its "dig" at an educational system
that fails to apply to itself the scientific principles
which it attempts to teach.

Through experimentation

and observation both biology and the social sciences
indicate that "like 'begets like tl , yet little attention
is given this principle in applying it to the environ
mental training of the child.

If we are to have leaders

for the future, they must be trained by leaders of today.
Adolescence can go to history, biography, and fiction
(and it does) for copies of human perfection, but after
all, it is the living every day copy that becomes the
real pattern - the father, mother, and teacher.

Solve

the problem of the home environment, make the adult
atmosphere of the highest type, and the task of educat
ing the normal of future generations becomes simplified.
Robinson, (2) as a modern, has given us a glimpse of the
ideal teacher in his portrayal of Mr. Dunstable mentioned

2. Robinson, Edwin M., (op. cit.), pp. 95 - 97; p. 14
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viously... in

'Pter VII.

This instructor's knm'lled8e was

represented in "his absolute familiarity with his subject
matter and his Master's degree from Oxford.

His physical

prowess found expression in his skill at sports; his
spiritual

~nd

moral life were reflected in his clean liv

ing, his fair-mindedness, his

sJ~pathy

and helpfulness.

His pupils! reactions to his character were typically
adolescent in that they attempted to conceal true ad
mirat:i.on for him, the boys believing any expression of
oubvard affection undignified and unmanly.

Their true

respect for him lay in what may be termed another peda
gogical principle of adolescence.

In it is found the

greater part of the solution to the problem of discipline.
Stated, it becomes a recognition on the part of the adult
of the adolescent's ability to ma.Ke his own choice. Youth
must be treated as a man, while still a boy.

Wise is the

par'ent or teacher who realize s that Adolescence has some
will and judgment powers of its own.

Boys, because of

self-consciousness, will allow no one during the middle
part of the teens to "make over" them, nor do they,
themselves, exhibit any outwardsho1if of feeling.

','/itness

the case of Theodore (3) and Jerry (4) in the preceding
chapters.

They demand

Gro~n-up

3. See Chapter VIII, p. 95

4. See Chapter VIII, p.

95

treatment, yet they act

~:~
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as boys.

It is their returnj.ng response to the play

instinct that cannot be understood at such times.

It

is there to be seen for better direction, and yet not
to be seen, for the growth of the individual character.
Truly the teacher and parent must have t c1.ct 1
"It is impossible to annihilate

8.11.

inborn ten

dency absolutely, but it m5.y be stimulated, modified,
redirected into new

ch~~nels,

or recombined and reor

ganized with other tendencies both unlearned and ac
qUired." (5).

Over half of the problems 01' school dis

cipline lie in the instinct of play, so that it becomes
the task of the teacher to redirect the surplus of en
ergy flow into those channels which can bring about
the most good.

The problem is near solution in normal

adolescence by applyine the theory that we are dealing
with a rationalized being.

Remember the indignation

of Conrad's youn8 mate (6) at what he considered an in
sult to his intelligence.

As equals there is a response;

as adult to child there is little hope of gaining the
end in vie",}.

The adolescent's failures, painfully and

costly at times, make him turn to others who have had
like experiences and can give of their practical
edge.

kno\~'l

From these talks, neither Irat", nor iito ll him,

...:,
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but rather, as from one intelligent individual to an
other, he may choose, in his self-direction of primi
tive instincts only those motives which can lead to
the highest ideals.
From the above discussion it must not be under
stood that play should be destroyed in the adolescent
life.

Indeed, for the essentiality of vigor and health,

which is a prerequisite of normal life during the peri
od, a third principle, based upon the element of play,
could easily be evolved.

This instinct combined with

that of self-assertion and gregariousness should pro
duce an interest in competitive games and sports which
would help to build up tissue and muscles.

Socially

it should prove a benefit by drawing the individual in
to contact with others of his own age where he might
find himself and his relationship to others in a nat
ural way.
honesty.

Morally it should develop fair-play and
Intellectually it should make a demand for

quickness of mental response to any given situation.
As a principle of adolescent education, it is seen
that play still has a place, but it must be c05rdin
ated with reason and will so that it does not predom
inate to the extent of "running awaytf with the curric
ulwn.

The adult world demands work; play is secondary.
To produce the best work demands concentration,

the training for which is one of the most difficult
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tasks of the educator.

The tendency of the mind is to be

forever changing, and if there were no control or fixed
mente,l habits little could be accomplished by thourilit
processes.

Nature has endowed us TIith the power of at

tention, but it comes in periods of fluctuation, some
what regular as to flow.

The difficulty is to yield to

such periods when they come.

Such graspiw of mental

powers demands energy, which is an unstable quantity
during the teens.

In adult life

concer~trated

effort in

all lines of work is the thing that brings success or
failure.
As a factor of lelo.. rning in the mental life, at
tention is dependent upon tno things: interest and as
sociation.

It is this first factor that teachers so of

ten forget, or supply from their
rather than that of their pupils.

O':!ll

experienced feeling

Emotional transfer has

seemed to v!ork in the case of some teacher contacts, but
even an e;-::.horbi tant amount of enthusiasm can not supply
the inherent spontaneous reO,ction Y'fhich an indivj_dual
can obtain from his own familiarity with his material.
;\S

an example: to the adult mind mathematics may be loved

for its own sake; but for the beginner, a plunge into ab
stractions may prove deadeninG

~/ithout

the necessary link

ing up with past realities, or calling into power the as
sociative faculty and creating there some sort of definite
feeling response.

,.-,~
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Obj ectively, interest is a.roused through any of
the senses; a vivid color, a loud noi2e, an unusual odor.
It is susceptible to changes or any sudden swift action.
SUbjectively, and here we use Pillsbury's (7) rather care
fully formulated idea, there are five different groups of
conditions, namely:
1. The idea in mind
2. '1'he fil..trpose

0:('

attitude at the moment

3. 'rhe earlier eQUc8.t ion
4. Duty (as the eXl)re s sion of' social or individual
ideals)
5. Heredity
11 of such conditions are not realized at any

one time by youth.

Often indeed, the first item is sup

plied by some external force of adulthood.

It is a real

ization of them that Kitson (8) feels is necessary before
an adequate, rationalized understanding can be TIls.de con
cerning a vocation.

Particularly is this true of those

individuals who have some distinct ability in any of the
arts.
p[{rents

All of the elements, to some of which teachers and
D18.y

f.lD.Ve to point the

>:18.7,

n.re necessary for that

"w1.l01m18 3 s >, of existence ·0.'hilo occupied '\vi til a dei'ini te

'7.

~_uoted

from PsycholoCY E:££ .

8. Kitson, Harry D., Psychology of'

, p. 12.

...:~

,
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iece of work.

Thus in fiction, in the case of" Hazel (9),

interest rlas aroused in the subject of Enl1.lish thr'oulZh the
suggestiOl:- that she could "make ll stories.

Fossessing a

vivid imagination TIhich up to this time had only been used
f or an inwar
no~

tion, she

evelopment of the instinct of self-asser
took an interest for the first time in all

school subjects.
his putting to use of the imagination,
m['~de

w~ich

is

up of feeling and association, holds j.nf'inite possi

)iJ lties

1'01"

dividuals

a realization of the aim of education.

~ithout

to be st2.tic.

such

ental charaGteristic are liable

'~'ith "visions"

in the world of science,

1n

23

come the Vlonderful chB.m~e

the possibilities of ever
'i"

reater use of cosmic laws are seen !!.TIU u.nderstood.
.. fli.r:t~ts of the imagination II comes the exploration of
stranGe lands, the settlinf!. of' forsaken countries.
by literature, art, and the lives of living heros,

Fed
the

imagination cnn grow beyond alI limits of current thoua:ht.
1.

i~rw.ided,

it can lead to a \'J8.ste-=' life ot lost CU"'eams

and action; guided it can make the world still more liv
able.

Throu;rh its stimulus Youth can finel a p,reater pur

-ose for actu.a.l school less0l1s, for without thegrou..nd
iorl~

of class-room study or its equivalent there can be

no p.reat enr-ineers, 9.rchi teet s, painters, p.1Usi cians, Uoc

g. KcFee, r""'illiam, Race,

• L58.

....-,
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tors, chemists, diplomats or statesmen, the stories of
-'-hose lives have held untold fascination and dre3llls for
ou"th. Further, there can be no intercourse with the cul
tured of the race unless those I'l.-iceties of manner and
speech which are the accepted I'"U.les of conduct in such a
society have been developed.

Here, the imagination,

throup'..h an appeal to the self, C8.n picture the social
~ell

ized individual as

as the ostracized one.

The con

trast, above, is sufficient to create an interest in bet
ter

~nglish

and more polished manners.

The picturing of results of right and

wron~

in

matters of conduct is but another help that the imagin u
tion gives the educator.

How many

youn~



children have

been kept from wrong-doing by the image of Satan and the
eternal fires of Eell!

rtOTI many youths have been kept

rom criminal acts by the image of a stern judge and the
ymmine; of prison eates I

do vivid may be the picture.,

th8.t the mind is in eternal agony.

Then, it is, that im

agination is niore than a handicap in educating toward the
normal well-balanced individual.

Pear can produce a neg

ative education which is worse than no education.

Intro

duced in childhood it develops cowards and other types of
-eak characters.

~~en

applied to sexual matters it pro

duces more evil than any

2~ount

of clean hygiene and bi

ology can undo.
s another

education~l

principle of adolescence

":~
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parents should never leave sex to be picked up on the
street and sto:red 8-1';a-;/ in an active mind in company with
a lively imagination.

rI'he intim2.te questions arisine from

the young girl's awal{enin[, sexual development shollld be
ansv!ered by a well-informed and s7}7Y<1pathetic mother.

Boys,

vIith their sex problems, regardless of most mother's
shrinkinR from the responsibility, had better learn siulple
biologic2.1 truths at home than in company with other boys
'111.0

w'ill a:i ve a distorted and ugly view of' the physical

nature of man.

Society has put a ban on open discussion

of sexual matters which unfortun8.tely has been carried o
ver into the home.

Besides, mothers and fathers are not

only ashamed to face their children on this subject, but
most of them are entirely too ignorant of the underlying
facts to carryon any sexual trainine.

Again the task is

left to the school, where in m::cny instances the situation
is not much better.

Yet every sUbject can contribute some

thing to better sex life.

Rarely is this fact taken advan

tage of except in biology and sociology.

Seemin[ly, every

one needs education cOl1ceI'f:ing sex.
Iature, perhaps, especially plant and lower ani
mal life, offers a splendid opportunity for gaining knowl
edge ccncerning reproduction.

In company with a vlise

teacher, however, nature's lessons are even greater.

A

love of beauty, sympathy and tenderness for the weak, and
finally an appreciation for the Infinite can be obt::dned

,#1.
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from actual contact with the out of doors.

This last, I

have already spoken of as the hichest aim of c,ll educ8tlol1,
8.

realization or oneself (not from the s..t..'Uldpoint of ego

tism, not from the standpoint of altruism, but from the
standpoint of the great goocl)

8_8

part of a great 'lEJ.ity

\vith possibilities of Divine '1'1111, intellect, emotion, ar-d
power within.

The adolescent feels Power at work in the

universe, he sees Beauty on the bill top and in the valley,
he reasons God into every action about him.

My last prin

ciple I state in the form of a question: 1;.'hy are vie so
blind in our failure to take advantage of not only nntu.re's
op9crtunities, but all the great physical and psychical laws
about us that we do not make the spiritual life of the ad
olescent a "lie:ht unto his wayli?
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